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ABSTRACT – In classical music art discipline, the memory for musical performance (i.e., music performing
memory MPM) at typological analysis level is the type of musical executive prospective memory
based on executive functions and biological conditions. Its structural components are semantic declarative,
kinesthetic, and emotional memory. Musical performance concerns the production of musical artwork
by vocal or musical instrument forms. The efficiency of this process is conditioned by ergonomic, effective work
on learning and memorizing the music. It is regulated and organized from the level of ‘reading a vista’
the musical notes text until completed memorizing for the target level of music performance.
The article, from the health psychology mainstream, presents methodical, practical tips with recommendations
resulting from the biological principles, regularities, and specifics of this process revealed in the empirical data
of such areas as neuropsychology, psychophysiology, cognitive psychology, biological psychology,
and music pedagogy, with additional independent empirical verification in counseling of musicians
at the professional music education level.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The efficiency is defined in three directions, such as: 1. good and optimal use of time and energy,
ability to accomplish, production of the desired effects or results - in a way that does not waste any time and effort;
2. state or quality of being efficient; 3. competence or effectiveness in performance processing. The musical performance
is the process during which music's content is realized by feeling the music, forwarded, and presented to music's listeners
and recipients. In classical musical art, it contains mostly the reproduction processing, as the interpretation
of earlier prepared and edited musical compositions, which do have different possibilities of its' content decipher.
Factors describing the music's matter – such as tempo – speed, phrasing with breathing, dynamics, articulations,
pitch and rhythm units are belonged to performer's feeling, experiencing, expressing and cognitive understanding
of music content, on the background of adopted and imposed stylistic interpretation as the pattern of possible template
presentation of music. In contrast, the improvisation and more freedom of the interpreted and presented contents usually
belonged to performing the popular, jazz, and rock music without strict decoding as it concerns the classical musical art.
The reproduction processing concerns the conscious presentation of what has been learned and memorized earlier.
Thus it is the planned and programmed musical behavior act with its' possible small differences in each performing
the music's content, especially on the case of emotional music's matter.
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Learning and memory are biological, inborn psychological capabilities of our mind [205].
Learning is the process of acquiring new knowledge about the world, whereas memory is the process of retaining
and reconstructing that knowledge overtime during our fate – range. And most of our knowledge and most of our skills
are not innate inborn but learned, where special cue belongs to the proprioception processing. Here proprioception,
as bodily neuromuscular sense of positioning and movement, is a part of sixth receptor defined as ‘somato-sensation’
i.e., somatosensory perception. It includes additional four sub-categories of feeling reception as a balance
(i.e., equilibrioception), a pain (i.e., nociception), a temperature (i.e., thermos-reception), and a pressure – vibration –
discriminatory touch (i.e., mechano-reception) [4]. This sensory feedback arises in the peripheral nervous system (PNS),
and forward its information to the central nervous system (CNS) in two directions, at the level of the spinal cord
(reflexive) and cerebral cortex for deeper and higher stimuli processing [174].
According to Sacks [358], proprioception is a continuous, unconscious and automatic sensory flow
from the moving parts of our body (muscles, tendons, joints), through which their position, tone, and movement
are constantly determined, controlled and corrected, also with taking into account the influence of the emotional state
on their activation. Therefore humans are in large part of what they have learned, formed up, perceived,
coded, and what they do remembering, keeping, and forgetting. The memory enables information to be stored
and retrieved in the time range from seconds to years and is essential for daily life. The biology definition of memory
concern with enduring changes in the mechanisms of behavior based on prior experience with environmental input,
where humans have evolved specific plasticity systems with methods to retain information that may be useful
at a later time. Here memory is the evidence when some observed output at time point B can be attributed
to an earlier input experience at time point A [92]. It involves retaining specific information over a delay,
based on encoding, keeping (i.e., storage), and recalling psychological processes, available through the memory
consolidation process. At the same time, learning is the process of acquiring new information.
The mechanisms of cellular and synaptic levels for memory consolidation look to be universal among animals.
However, there is evidence that specific aspects of human memory can be modeled in non-human animals,
including such processes as declarative memory, and prospective memory (i.e.,‘remembering to remember’) [91].
Thus musical performing memory belongs to higher-order memory type as a very complex and quite complicated ability.
The underlying molecular and cellular mechanisms of learning and memory have been conserved during evolution [399],
with Stock and Zhang [405] provided evidence that learning and memory are molecularly separate processes,
what might be defined as learning is the obtaining of adaptive abilities and skills. In contrast, memory
is the processing of information transforming and keeping in mind until it’s relevant and useful for life existence.
From the position of associative learning, the learning mechanism is inseparable from the storage and reproduction
mechanisms.
Learning mechanisms extract potentially useful information from experience, and memory mechanisms carry
the necessary information in time in a form accessible for reproduction throughout the entire storage time [140].
At the psychological level - learning is the process of forming associations, and memory is the translation
of these associations into changes in human behavior, where reinforcing a specific behavior improves attention
to this behavior significantly [375; 383]. At the neural level - learning is the restructuring of the plastic structures
of the nervous system based on experience, and memory is the essential part of this ever-changing structure,
with the representation of the activity of some neural networks in the brain [308]. What is learned and memorized
is always a repetition of the conditions that occurred in the learning process [308]. When re-learning or re-training,
the primary memorial trail only partially enters the newly created one, and the engram itself is quite plastic
and changes both with time and under the influence of various influences [115]. Here the primacy effect of memory
influences the second and every following selected form of producing the musical performing content
with small corrected changes.
The present article concerns the range of professional classical music activity, directed especially for performers
– transmitters of classical music literature. That activity is defined as music performance processing and concerns ‘music
performers’ specialists of selected styles, compositions, composers, and historical periods of musical art products
(i.e., creations). At the same time, it is the memory background for classical music literature interpretation during
concerts, recordings, or teaching processing. In scientific literature of cognitive psychology, neuropsychology
and music psychology, there is an absence of mentioning the music memory in classifications of cognitive functions
or musical functions, where terms 'function' and 'process' become semantic synonyms. The music memory – as an ability
– does exist only in classifications of musical skills. Thus this memory might be described by other types of memory
presented in cognitive psychology and neuropsychology schemes of cognitive functions. Here the music performance,
as processing, also concerns 'programmed behavior' actions, thus it is primarily an executive function
in cognitive psychology and music psychology ranges.
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The present article includes typological and methodological study for transferring the scientific knowledge
from psychology, psychophysiology, and neuropsychology areas to the area of musical performance efficiency
in classical music professional range with methodological principles settings. The present article describes the type
of memory for musical performance (i.e., musical performing memory - MPM), as complex special professional ability,
including its executive function processing, during a typological analysis of memory types and multiple special types
of intelligence extracted by H. Gardner. Additionally, there are presented biological specifications for components
of that complex musical function, which are conditioning its' proper functioning, and essentially affecting
the ergonomic learning and memorizing of classical music's compositions. The methodological principles
and practical conclusions cited and described in the article were presented in musicological literature
as external observations and facts of the 'art of musical performance', also empirically verified in psychological
and music support for children accessing the professional music education up to the formal maturity level.
The effective use and regulation of this function do affect the quality and the musical fate of human’s
professional classical musical activity in such ranges as music competitions, festival auditions, music recordings,
music concerts as part of professional education, job position, professional music performance practice
in solo or chamber forms, additionally in the frame of own concert practice, music performance presentations
as part of teaching position and master classes statement. From the medical perspective of ergonomic classical musical
performance this thematic area concern healthy professional activity for enabling long-term as an optimally long period
of professional activity, with deliberate inhibition of the risk of developmental, age-related, striking
and functional changes due to overloading with this occupation, from cognitive, emotional and kinesthetic behaviors.
It’s especially important to minimize the risk of overload statement of these behavior activities with consequences
of illnesses on orthopedic, neurologic movement, cardiovascular and respiratory systems, cognitive mental condition,
emotional boredom and burnout, or artistic musicality burnout. For professional musical vocal or music instrument
training perspective, it gives the chance to reduce or liquidate such negative symptoms as mental fatigue, manual
or kinesthetic ‘over-playing’ with losing the control for preparing the required performance, boredom statement,
with minimization of the stage-fright process as the consequences of its disturbances for the musical performance
efficiency.
The paper describes biological principles and specifics of efficiency of memory for music performance
processing, that have been revealed in experimental scientific studies and got additional independent empirical
verification in practical observation during the counseling process of musicians at a professional music education level.
Whereas all possible negative symptoms and effects in musical performance caused by the: 1. attitude to the tendency
to harmful addictions; 2. eating, breathing, or movement disorders; 3. any birth and development defects
with the effects of restrictions on working capacity: 4. sleep, mood, and cognitive disorders; 5. a state of pain
(of a chronic or functional nature) felt during the musical performance exercise; 6. reduced motivation and the need
(at the biological level) of communing with classical music art in the form of professional and living activity –
do require separate medical or psychotherapeutic specialization intervention, with preventive or corrective assistance.
Importance and the necessity to develop the technology of efficient memorization of classical musical works
in the field of classical music art was reported independently in the reviewers' methodological suggestions
on the musical memory works included Ph.D. thesis in musical memory diagnosis [117].

2. MUSICAL PERFORMING MEMORY SPECIFICATION
The theory of multiple intelligences, defined by H. Gardner, differentiates them into specific modalities,
very near to special separate functions or abilities of specific practical areas [141, 142, 143, 146].
All of them include basic biological background defined in previous general intelligence,
which is divided into three main directions – cognitive, emotional, and social abilities, with a fresh tendency
to look for the practical range. Gardner noted eight typed of ‘multiple intelligences’ firstly.
Here six of them (musical, visual-spatial, verbal-linguistic, logical-mathematical, bodily-kinesthetic, intrapersonal)
do concern the classical music performance processing from the musical performing memory perspective.
The others concern interpersonal (crucial for professional music performance learning) and naturalistic durations.
Latterly he added a spiritual intelligence [146] to indicate the parallels between primarily general cognitive
and emotional intelligence types [142, 144], which is crucial to the quality of music performance especially
for musicality manifestation but noted the difficulties with codifying quantifiable scientific criteria for this type [145].
This type was empirically observed in educational research area [425], with using that term in D. Zohar [476],
K. O’Donnell or M. Levin [251] studies on human’s emotional and spiritual development.
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Gardner proposed finally in 2009 to include an existential intelligence into his model of multiple intelligences
[142]. It is near to the direction of the modern tendency of ‘practical intelligence’, and in 2016 mentioned target reason
to add and extract the ‘teaching-pedagogical intelligence’ that allows the successful teaching and educating others,
what is also crucial for the professional music performance learning. During the analysis of Gardner's model
in the duration of special narrow abilities or functions that have a background in the general intelligence structural
components, there now exists the form of artificial intelligence. As an example, N. B. Adams noted the digital (meta) –
intelligence that is composed of other identified and revealed intelligence that stemmed from human relations,
communications (interaction), and reactions with digital computers and IT technology products [3].
This is an indisputable objective confirmation of different use of ‘intelligence’ term in Gardner's orientation
and general intelligence direction. Here narrow special abilities needed for effective human existence
are defined as ‘intelligence types’ by Gardner, which do have practical adaptation for specific professional skills,
such as classical musical performance processing with its memory type. Typological analysis of psychological processes
occurring in the music performing memory processing with including the intelligence types extracted by H. Gardner,
allowed to elaborate a structural scheme (№1) of the components of musical performing memory for the classical music
performance production area.
Scheme 1. Structural components of musical performing memory
Short codes indices of intelligences (I): MI-musical, VSI-visual-spatial, VLI-verbal-linguistic,
LMI-logical-mathematical, BKI-bodily-kinesthetic, II-intrapersonal, SI-spiritual
reading a-vista
musical notes’ text
{MI,VSI,VLI,LMI}

1 – cognitive semantic
declarative memory

absolute pitch, internal hearing
music-performance learning (training)
during musical notes’ test studying
with ‘closed eyes’ condition
without music performance activity
supported / targeted training
prospective memory of programming
{MI, VSI, LMI, BKI, SI,II}
kinesthetic activity in advance
{MI,VSI,VLI, LMI,II, BKI, SI}

→

2 – kinesthetic procedural behavioral
non-declarative non-verbal
prio-perceptive memory

↑
aural long-term semantic
declarative memory
‘knowledge of music’s sound’
{MI, SI}

3 – emotional non-verbal

←behavioral prio-perceptive
memory

↑
aural: perception, control and regulation
of music’s sound
{MI, II, BKI, SI}

musicality feeling resources
{MI, SI}

4 – prospective memory

The main three components of musical performing memory are described by cognitive, kinesthetic,
and emotional contexts, which are regulated in the content of prospective memory. They include primary aural, visual,
kinesthetic, and emotional (spiritual) musical abilities where interpersonal intelligence and teaching-pedagogical
intelligence and stage-fright condition are external backgrounds that do optimize musical performing memory efficiency
during professional music studying process. Elements of musical composition [339] do order the sound material
in their cooperation with acquiring the specific shape of such structural components as: I. rhythmic and pitch-harmonic
organization of musical notes as semantic content of musical composition that is not changed during performance
processing; II. articulation and coloristic content matter of sound extraction processing, which correlates
with dynamic content characteristics determine the essence of musical performance training during producing
the final expected and allowed form of professional musical performance. These structural components influence
different elastic variants of musical performance, especially including the changed external acoustical environment
conditioned for musical sound. It forces the supportive preparation forms that mediate in the creation
of a purposeful final maturity form of musical performance. It required elastic adaptation with learned material
to different external acoustical conditions, especially experienced in the live musical concert;
III. agogics (i.e., tempo speed) that determine the time speed of musical performance and is conditioned additionally
independently by internal feeling the time of musical performer.
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The structural components of music presented in part 'I’ do not change during whole learning cycle
of memorizing the musical performance at the maturity intentional level, whereas structural components of music
presented in parts ‘II’ and ‘III’ do change during whole learning cycle of memorizing the musical performance
with forming up the indirect supportive forms needed to obtain the required maturity form of musical performance.
They do determine the time-part and supportive forms of musical performance during the initial learning state period.
It concerns the production of part-time and working musical performance variants. They are presented at the first hours
of musical performance learning at the level of fresh primary reading a-vista of musical notes content on the vocal
or musical instrumental form, with its further transformation into a final targeted form of musical performance.
These selected variants of learning at the beginning level influence to the quality in the creation
of a purposeful final maturity form of musical performance, and allow to prepare the final presentation of music
already at the beginning of learning and memorizing the content of musical work. For advanced virtuosic musical works,
it concerns selected material for obtaining on and training out the required kinesthetic, emotional, and cognitive lightness
with efficiency, based on methodological literature for a selected musical instrument or vocal teaching.
Musical performance processing contains planned action with repeated repertoire production memorized earlier
in a different time, places, and conditions of classical music artwork presentation. It includes programmed behavior
and the content that is required to be remembering. Thus it is based on executive functions and prospective memory.
This methodological analysis is revealing the memory for musical performance (i.e., music performing memory MPM)
as a type of musical executive prospective memory, which constituent components are described.
Prospective memory consists of forming a representation of a future action with use of information to perform
the planned activity [110, 226], temporarily storing representation in memory, and retrieving it at a future time point,
requires active maintenance of a planned action [395, 396]. It concern active monitoring and automatic processing
with divided attention state [278], where attentional resources that are diminished with age [273].
It constitutes a specialized type of information processing and refers to functional or strategic-organizing aspects
of memory [201]. It was revealed firstly in 1975 by Meacham and Dumitru [285], with later its notation
such as remembering to remember [91, 110], delayed intentions [159], remembering a plan of action,
memory for/of the future [160], and memory for intentions [342].
Prospective memory definition includes the following descriptions: 1. remembering to carry out the intended
action at a certain point in the future [123]; 2. storing and sharing the action plan in its durable form [201]
i.e., a conscious shift of attitude towards the future and activities that are to take place only at a specific moment of time
or actions that follow a specific event or situation [285]; 3. a set of processes or capabilities enabling the formulation
of goals and intentions, their storage and implementation when appropriate conditions occur (a specific hour or situation)
[123, 160, 227]. This memory type includes the following stages [226]: 1. intention formation – required planning skills controlled by executive functions; 2. intention retention in long term memory; 3. intention initiation dependent
from event or time context - controlled by executive functions; 4. intention execution with the implementation
of the intention in accordance with the previously assumed plan - controlled by executive functions.
Here intention initiation with intention execution does require self-regulation skills (because the action must start
at the right moment, not sooner and later) and cognitive flexibility (e.g., the ability to adjust the plan up to date).
Division of prospective memory based on recall-inducing guidelines [121, 242] applies to: 1. event-based prospective
memory - it is responsible for remembering to perform a given task at the moment when a specific event occurs;
2. activity-based prospective memory – it is similar to event-based prospective memory, here the implementation
of the intention is activated by an external signal, as the specific activity of the individual itself (its termination or start),
here musical performance processing belongs; 3. time-based prospective memory - it refers to remembering
to complete a task at a specific time in the future. Prospective memory involves intension’s remembering and fulfilling,
requires episodic, declarative and retrospective long-term memory followed by supervisory executive functions [201,
271]. Long-term memory allow to remember what action should be done or taken in future further period,
whereas executive functions reminds us when we should start its implementation, where working memory
controls the processing of information on an ongoing basis when the intended action is carried out [201, 226].
Executive functions [266, 103] concern the necessary cognitive processes for cognitive control and monitoring
of behavior. They include cognitive functions such as attention, attentional and inhibitory control, cognitive selection,
inhibition and flexibility, working memory, thinking with reasoning and problem solving, planning and fluid intelligence.
They are conditioned target, planned, controlled, regulated, monitored, corrected, behaviors, which relate
to musical performance behaviors in classical musical art range. Additionally prospective memory is a specialized type
of information processing and refers to the functional or strategic-organizing aspects of memory [459].
It combines executive functions with declarative memory by remembering previous information and using it
to perform the intended action in the future. It also requires the involvement of operational memory that monitors
the information processing process during the implementation of the planned activity [201], because the processes
occurring in the prospective memory are phased and include: creation, storage, start of implementation (initiation)
and execution of intention [227].
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Here also the role of attention and thinking processes with the relationship between this memory, motivational
processes, and the functioning of the 'working our-self' is important for prospective regulation efficiency [276].
Since the coding in prospective memory is only intentional [70], where information can be recalled many times,
but the task will be fulfilled only under the condition if the information is retrieved from memory
at the moment when the planned activity should be performed [408]. The efficient functioning of prospective memory
requires the cooperation of its two components - prospective and retrospective [119, 307]. Here prospective
(i.e., executive) component controlled by executive functions to initiate and implement an intention in response
to an appropriate external or internal stimulus and allow to start operating in response to a hint or at the right time.
Whereas the retrospective component is controlled by long-term memory, it is responsible for storing information
about the content of the planned activity, and thanks to it, a person remembers what action is taken for realization.
Here the ability to planning and regulating own intentions is a fundamental value in the aspect of prospective memory
development, especially including the autonomy of own behaviors, i.e., the process beginning in early childhood [123].
According to research data, significant progress in the development of this memory’s type is observed between 7 and 12
years, further growth persists into early or late adulthood [452, 475]. Here, the effect called prospective memory paradox
relates to the increase in prospective memory observed only during testing measures performed in natural conditions
[329].
In neuropsychological data, prospective memory is associated with the activity of the down left parietal lobe,
left anterior gyrus, left and right hippocampal gyrus [232, 332], 7 and 40 Brodmann area in coding and storage
of information necessary to perform prospective activity [58]. Also, the anterior prefrontal cortex supports executive
functions' control for supporting effortful prospective memory monitoring processes in fMRI (functional magnetic
resonance imaging) and PET data (with positron emission tomography) [59, 61, 343], and the medial temporal lobe,
which includes the hippocampus, supports reflexive-associative retrieval [298] in spontaneous retrieval of prospective
memory. Additionally, frontal lobes are responsible for executive functions, for controlling the retrospective component
of prospective memory, as well as long-term memory [57, 71, 229], with evidence in clinical PET study
about the relation with executive processing [226, 447]. Brodmann field 10 (frontal cortex) plays a crucial role
in prospective memory functioning [57, 58, 357]. It myelinates quite slowly. It revealed in studies about the relationship
between late myelinated areas and complex cognitive functions [447]. Its activity occurs in reminding about the intended
action and recognizing the clue that triggers the intended. Here, recalling the intention to perform a particular prospective
task is mainly associated with the activity of the lateral cortex [59, 60]. Whereas identifying the stimulus being the signal
to perform the prospective task involves also the central part of the cortex and the anterior part of the rim bend,
while maintaining the intention involves the posterior cortical area [389]. The frontal fragment of the frontal cortex
is responsible for carrying out the complex tasks of prospective memory, and the lateral part allows extracting
the appropriate action plan. And the ability to the deferred recollection of previous intentions depends mainly
on the interactions of the prefrontal and medial temporal areas associated with hippocampal activity [452].
Also, the frontal cortex controls the process of switching attention in response to both external and internal stimuli
(ideas, thoughts). When attention is involved in the process of waiting for a given external stimulus the lateral areas of the frontal pole are activated. Whereas in the case of tasks requiring the activation
of the internal pointer - the medial areas of the frontal lobe pole are activated [57].
Time-based prospective memory determines the activity of the right upper frontal gyrus, anterior medial part
of the frontal lobe, and anterior rim gyrus. Here, damage to the right side of 10 Brodmann's area is associated
with time-based prospective memory deficits without event-based prospective memory deficits [435].
Prospective memory disorders may result from: 1. a retrospective component (the inability to associate the intention,
and even difficulty remembering the intent in the first phase of the prospective memory);
2. prospective component (resignation from the intention, joining in the wrong moment, inefficient use of auxiliary
strategies). Here deficits can be limited to time or event context. Prospective memory deficits revealed
in complex clinical conditions, such as important for: 1. children and youth - attention deficit hyperactivity disorder [13],
various forms of substance abuse and exposure [179, 180, 181, 182, 272, 422, 451], and obsessive-compulsive disorder
[93]; 2. adults and elderly - mild cognitive impairment [36] and Alzheimer’s disease [424]. Prospective memory
is important to maintaining health and safety [108, 109] since around 80 % of everyday memories are related
to prospective memory [228]. Its intentions exist at a heightened level of activation and allow it to be recognized quickly
in response to relevant environmental cues [159]. This memory type might be improved during on avoiding interruptions
[120] or boost prospective remembering at the encoding stage, with the influence of implementation intention encoding
on later performance [279]. The solution referred to as implementation intention encoding [158], involves specifying
a cue for when the intention should be executed. People typically encode intentions in a very general manner,
and these general intentions are often to go unfulfilled [158]. Thus musical executive prospective memory
must be programmed with very detailed descriptions for each note, bar, or musical phrase of musical work’s performing
with readiness to adapt to flexible changes of performance conditioned by external acoustic factors
and aesthetic requirements of musical interpretation.
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3. BIOLOGICAL SPECIFICS OF SLEEP-DEPENDENT MEMORY PROPERTIES FOR MPM
Sleep-dependent memory processing primarily concerns the role of sleep in memory encoding and memory
consolidation. Memory consolidation refers to a process whereby a memory becomes increasingly resistant
to interference from competing or disrupting factors in the absence of further practice when the memory becomes
more stable [259; 300]. Preston and Eichenbaum [335] biological studies reveal that the consolidation of some memories
in the mammalian brain involves, also, a time-dependent transfer of information from one brain region, the hippocampus,
to another, the medial prefrontal cortex. Memories can reside permanently in both those regions, so interact under some
circumstances. The post-learning interaction between the hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex is the formation
of memory ‘schemas’, which give an animal the ability to resolve conflicts between new events and old memories [335].
The consolidation of memory in the mammalian brain occurs at the cellular (synaptic) level [137].
It includes activation of various protein kinases or protein phosphatases, which in turn can trigger protein synthesis
and gene transcription or repression. The molecular products of this protein synthesis and gene transcription (repression)
mediate the strengthening and growth, or the weakening and retraction, of synapses; the final result is the persistent
modification of neural circuits in an animal’s nervous system that constitutes memory. Abel et al. [1] biological studies
reveal that sleep is critical for the consolidation of many forms of memory in mammals. Electrophysiological recordings
from single ‘place cell’ neurons in the hippocampus of rats during a spatial learning experience and non-REM sleep
immediately after such learning have shown that the neurons exhibit similar patterns of firing during learning and sleep.
This finding has led to the idea that learning-induced patterns of hippocampal activity are ‘replayed’
during the beginning period of the sleep and that this hippocampal reactivation plays a role in memory consolidation.
When memories undergo successful reconsolidation, they become strengthened. Conversely, if reconsolidation
is disrupted, the memory is weakened or entirely eliminated [92].
The consolidation process can also be expanded to include more than one phase of post-encoding memory
processing, which can be defined as stabilize memories and enhance them. The stabilization phase of consolidation
appears to occur largely across time, independent of the brain state [139, 297]. In contrast, the enhancement stage appears
to occur primarily during sleep, either restoring previously lost memories or producing additional learning [443].
Effects of sleep on encoding and consolidation do concern additional post-encoding stages of memory.
It includes the integration of recently acquired information with past experiences and knowledge (as a process of memory
association) with the anatomical reorganization of memory representations (as a process of memory translocation)
[122, 403], where emotion also facilitates memory encoding [191, 336, 439, 440, 441]. REM sleep - stage
plays an active role in memory consolidation [97]. In studies with modification of post-training sleep, it has been shown
by using positron emission tomography (PET) that patterns of brain activity expressed during training
on a motor sequence task reappear during subsequent later stage of the REM sleep – stage [269, 445].
Here the extent of learning during daytime practice exhibited a positive relationship to the amount of reactivation
during the REM sleep - stage [318]. Also the NREM sleep – stage is a crucial determinant of successful motor memory
enhancement [444]. Since daytime motor skill practice on a similar task is accompanied by a discrete increase
in the subsequent amount of NREM slow-wave EEG activity over the parietal cortex at the start of the night.
This increase in slow-wave activity is proportional to the amount of delayed learning that develops overnight.
When humans show the greatest increase in slow-wave activity in the parietal cortex at night, then it is produced
the largest motor skill enhancement the next day [192]. Additionally, daytime task learning was associated
with hippocampal activity, specifically during post-training slow-wave sleep. Here the amount of slow-wave
sleep reactivation in the hippocampus was proportional to the amount of next-day task improvement,
which suggests that this reactivation is functional and leads to delayed memory improvement.
Such sleep-dependent replay may potentially modify synaptic connections established within specific brain networks
during practice [446]. Thus sleep-dependent motor learning is associated with a large-scale plastic reorganization
of memory throughout several brain regions, allowing skilled motor movements to be executed more quickly,
more accurately, and more automatically the following sleep.
Sleep-dependent motor memory consolidation depends upon the recruitment of relevant neural substrates,
hippocampus in particular, and specific architecture of the intervening sleep period, such as sleep spindle
and slow-wave activity [218, 133]. Slow-wave sleep may be particularly important also for consolidation of retrospective
and prospective memories [107, 378, 453]. Post-learning sleep facilitated a reorganization of task-dependent activity.
Research with polysomnographic recordings during post-learning sleep demonstrated that both slow-wave activity
and sleep spindles were altered in frontal and parietal cortices [113] following the initial learning session
[192, 244, 417, 418]. Here the increase in slow-wave activity in the parietal cortex was significantly correlated
with overnight performance improvements [192, 244]. Thus different sleep stages do have a crucial role
in motor sequence's memory consolidation processes [149].
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Also hippocampal activity in both complex implicit and explicit motor sequence learning is well documented,
where sleep specifically favors the consolidation [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 81, 98, 100, 129, 134, 154, 252, 286, 292, 296, 347,
352, 368], the development of which necessitates more cerebral control resources in prefrontal regions [64].
Initial implicit and explicit motor sequence task-related increase of hippocampal activity has been shown
to emerge after sleep periods [9, 11, 135, 252, 401, 446] in proportion to the time spent in slow-wave sleep [81].
The hippocampus plays a crucial role in the retrieval of learned sequences [354], where sleep participates
in the reorganization of the functional connectivity of the hippocampus [9]. Hippocampal activity
during initial training might tag the memory traces that are consolidated during subsequent sleep periods [218].
It may influence implicit sequence learning based on the formation of contextual associations [69, 400].
It is conditioning that sleep favors the consolidation of ordinal properties of a motor sequence [267, 398]
or of relevant information made pertinent by reward [132] or expectancy [455]. The hippocampus with prefrontal
and parietal cortices participate in forming up the spatial map of motor sequences during early learning.
This map is interpreted to be consolidated during subsequent sleep in hippocampal-frontal networks
that would be activated again during the retest period so that this consolidated spatial map of movements
can be transformed optimally into fast and accurate movements [7]. Sleep facilitates the consolidation
of more complex motor behaviors, especially in the sequence learning context, including explicit, abstract,
and complex information. All these features have been shown to depend on the hippocampus.
Sleep enhances consolidation of these specifically learned sequential movements, with protecting them temporarily
against the negative interference effect mediated by competing for motor memories [218]. The role of the primary motor
cortex in long-term motor memory retention belongs to the supporting the motoric representation of learning [5, 207],
where this motor sequence's memory consolidation processes do not depend on sleep [5, 6, 77, 78, 175, 462].
The role of the striatum in motor sequence memory consolidation has been shown to increase monotonically
during the day, with reaching significant and maximal activity 24 H after implicit sequence learning [9, 113],
where this memory consolidation process does not depend on sleep [5, 428].
Hippocampal replays during sleep determine striatal reactivations and facilitate the consolidation
of
motor
sequence
memories
in
both
hippocampo-cortical
and
striatal-cortical
networks,
where the relation between hippocampo-cortical and striatal-cortical networks overnight may also forming up
the interaction between the two networks [7]. An abstract representation of motor sequence learning,
supported by hippocampo-cortical networks, requires sleep for optimal consolidation. In contrast, the motoric
representation of motor sequence learning, supported by sensorimotor networks, including the primary motor cortex
and striatum, seems to undergo time-dependent consolidation processes [5]. The prefrontal cortex codes an abstract
representation of the temporal order of the motor sequence rehearsed during learning [19], which is crucial
in the interaction between the striatal and hippocampal systems during motor sequence learning [10] that is known
to condition subsequent sleep-related consolidation [11]. The decrease in prefrontal activity is usually observed
when performance becomes more automatic during initial learning. It is concluded as a reduction in the need
to regulate and self-monitor the ongoing movements consciously [7]. Maquet [269] research demonstrated
the premotor cortex activated during initial implicit motor sequence learning and the subsequent REM sleep episode,
after which an improvement in motor performance was observed. This involvement of the premotor cortex
in sleep-dependent motor sequence memory consolidation has been confirmed later also in Nitsche et al. [309] study,
where activity in the premotor cortex was correlated with REM sleep duration during the post-training night [81].
The premotor cortex plays an important role in sleep-related motor memory consolidation processes [184, 185, 186].
It is crucial for ensuring communication between sensorimotor and associative networks for optimal motor behavior's
implementation. Specifically, during early learning sequence with the transformation between the different coordinate
frames (such as spatial and motor). It coordinates developed transformation maps that are consolidated by a sleep
to optimize overnight motor sequential behavior [218, 234].
Sleep has empirical data for its crucial role in memory consolidation, for procedural and motor memory domain,
with the influence of post-learning sleep on behavioral and neural correlates of motor memory and declarative memory
consolidation [130, 209, 268, 330, 393, 446]. Here memory consolidation is the process by which
newly acquired memories are transformed into enhanced and more stable memory traces [106, 137, 277].
Motor learning is known to take place during task practice and between training sessions in the absence
of any further practice [206, 207], where that important period is a time window for occurring the motor memory
consolidation. Sleep-dependent consolidation processes can be activated if learning occurs to elicit hippocampal
activation during training [218]. Motor memory consolidation is characterized by enhancement and maintenance
in performance over an interval, including no further practice, but also by a reduction in the fragility of a motor memory
trace after its initial acquisition [350]. The consolidation of a newly learned motor skill ‘a’ can indeed be disrupted
when a human is trained on a competing task ‘b’ immediately after initial learning. It is a retroactive or retrograde
interference effect, where the learning of a task ‘b’ interferes with the consolidation of the previously learned task ‘a’.
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Whereas a post-training time-window of approximately 4 – 6 hours for sensitivity to such retrograde
interference has been revealed for motor sequence learning [233, 234, 442] and motor adaptation [52, 237, 384].
The transfer of grosser motor sequential knowledge seems to depend on time rather than sleep per se [150].
The specific of forming up psychophysiological automatization processing of motor – memory
movement consolidation during 4 hours has been revealed in independent empirical evidence [52, 190].
These research data of interference effects presence are not strictly limited to within the motor system.
They testify of occurrence and of interference effects presence specified to both working and short-term memory,
which means that both these temporary types of memory do have limited capacity for memorizing processing.
It’s the crucial cue for determining the size of a music work for possible learning and memorizing in the targeted musical
performance form within 4 hours (or a shorter period of learning training the music material) from the initial a-vista
reading of musical notes’ text and with volume belonged to short-term memory capacity. Brown and Robertson [55]
research revealed that a declarative memory task doesn’t interfere with procedural memory consolidation
(implicit sequence learning) oversleep. Thus sleep can help protect memory from potential interfering effect
when two tasks differ in nature. It also facilitates the consolidation of specifically learned motor sequential material [218]
and motor sequence performance levels achieved at the end of an initial training session – before a sleep – influence
subsequent sleep-dependent consolidation [9, 454], with empiric evidence in children [454] and older adults [219].
The presence of sequential information in the motor engram [37] is the condition for sleep-dependent memory
consolidation, with behavioral studies showing sleep-dependent improvement of performance on sequential material
[349, 400], and by neuroimaging data showing “reactivation” of sequence learning-specific brain regions
during post-training sleep [318]. Here the hippocampal system is involved in sleep-dependent consolidation –
in the processing of sequential information [124, 204, 239].
The acquisition of a new motor skill requires learning different aspects of the task
simultaneously, with sequence learning including at least two processes – ‘spatial’ and
‘motor’ [185].
Spatial learning is referred to as perceptual [305], abstract [162], or effector-independent representation [25].
It represents the goal of the series of movements that need to be executed under allocentric [77] or extrinsic [460]
coordinates. The motoric learning [458] is referred to as intrinsic [460], effector-dependent [162],
and movement-based skill realized under egocentric coordinates [77]. Imagined or observed sequential movements
are also consolidated by sleep [101, 430]. Cohen et al. [77] influential study revealed,
that the consolidation of the motoric representation is time-dependent, whereas the consolidation
of the spatial representation is sleep-dependent. Also, the consolidation process for explicit learning is sleep-dependent,
whereas implicit learning is time-dependent [80, 105, 131, 349, 400, 455]. Later studies demonstrated
that sleep consolidates the abstract representation, and enhances the representation for both implicit [316]
and explicit [5, 6] motor sequence learning, where consolidation of the perceptual aspect of sequential learning
with monitoring a temporal sequence is facilitated by sleep [252, 434]. Thus, the time-dependent consolidation process
has additional improvement during sleep.
Sleep preferentially consolidates motor sequence memories that have been reinforced or “tagged” [138, 293]
during initial training. Song and Cohen [398] research revealed that the manipulation of the practice schedule
for the development of abstract motor “schema” during initial training [371] is activated the sleep-related consolidation
processes following explicit motor sequence learning [99]. Also, sleep-related consolidation can be boosted
when sounds associated with the sequence learning process (such as music work’s recording content)
are presented during post-training sleep, where the perceptual component of learning can be reinforced during sleep
[16, 80, 81, 374]. Reactivation of hippocampal activity during such post-learning sleep has a crucial role
in the consolidation of hippocampal-dependent declarative memory [319, 340]. This cue might be important,
especially when fresh memorizing concerns unknown earlier musical work’s content. An additional effect of sleep
on motor memory consolidation is influenced by the complexity of the learned motor tasks.
Kuriyama et al. [241] demonstrated larger enhancements in memory performance when the motor sequence
was longer and performed by two hands, as compared to a shorter and performed by one hand.
It revealed evidence in independent motor imagery studies confirmed this finding for explicit learning [100]
and implicit learning [286], which is an important cue for synchronic bimanual professional musical instrumental
activity. All physiological symptoms of mental fatigue at the level of the feeling of increased drowsiness,
falling asleep or dullness of consciousness, which occur during memory effort, testify to the increased intense activity
of the body at the physiological level and are an indication to immediately stop the exercise of musical performance,
with the most optimal form of rest in the form of a nap, after which it is worth doing physical activity
within the possibilities and availability.
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4. BIOLOGICAL SPECIFICS OF KINESTHETIC AND EMOTIONAL MEMORY FOR MPM
Functional lateralization of motor memory got evidence in empirical studies. Here right and left hemispheres
differentially process sensory information, control movements, and use different mechanisms for storing information
in memory [38, 51, 74, 171, 199, 423]. Scientific data revealed functional lateralization of the organization
and coding of movements [51, 303], and sensory asymmetry determined by various properties of neural networks
in the hemispheres [156]. Thus the neurophysiological mechanism can be the basis of mental processes
for motor activity. Here specific brain lateralization of different functions for ‘hand encoding’ and ‘hand motor memory’
[39] become as imposed tendencies conditioning the character and specificity of ‘memorized learning’
with each hand, which affects the quality of synchronic training with both hands. Thus it is a fundamental condition
for the organization of training and exercises for the musical performance of vocal or a musical instrument
in the field of reproductive classical musical art. It dictates the direction of the effectiveness of the professional training
of each human, taking into account the diagnosis of his hemispheric profile for this type of activity.
Right hemisphere (left arm):
- specializes in preparing hand movements, statics, and planning new movements, which includes tasks requiring
complex spatial movements [51, 295].
- specializes in more static aspects of movements and static problems mainly regulate the process of reaching the final
position during movement [170, 173] and the internal representation of spatial relations [38, 199, 423].
- provides an initial assessment of spatial relationships, preparation of movement, the creation of new programs
for performing movements, and spatial regulation of movements in the course of their execution.
- forms a holistic concrete description in which, based on the description of the details, an image is created
from sub-images, with the activity of non-linear neurons.
- is mainly associated with the analysis of ‘past and present’ [423].
- specializes in positional coding of positions with preserving accurate metric information [40, 41, 43, 170, 173, 254, 257,
359, 367], with activity of the parietal region [190]. This coding is an important principle of the functioning of the brain
when organizing movements, taking into account the desired position of the arm or body [35, 128, 331].
A change in the space of targeted movement can be described by a vector characterizing the amplitude and the direction
of movement.
Left hemisphere (right arm):
- specializes in the movement of automated targeted, dynamic actions, with the presence of mechanisms
for storing sequences.
- is predominant in the choice of the purpose of movement and the organization of sequences of movements
of the left and right hands, identified in studies with positron emission tomography [40, 41, 43, 162, 163, 170, 171, 173,
178, 190, 254], also in clinical studies by Harrington and Haaland [169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 178].
This is due to the specifics of identifying the rules for organizing sensory information that determines the position
of movement goals [41, 254].
- specializes in the reproduction of complex and less ordered time intervals of finger movements,
which also proved during transcranial stimulation of the motor cortex [65].
- specializes in more dynamic aspects of movements (fine motor control, sequences of movements), motor tasks
related to cognitive (cognitive) activity [38, 51, 162, 178, 199].
- mainly regulates the process of the trajectory of motion [170, 173], ensures the implementation
of a sequence of targeted automated actions with monitoring of sequential responses, error correction,
and precise control of such motion parameters as force, speed, and length.
- forms the mechanism of spatial-frequency analysis with the activity of linear neurons, mainly associated
with the analysis of ‘future’ [423].
- specializes in vector coding of movements with the relationship between objects [38, 41, 43, 45, 46, 51, 171, 173, 178,
199, 236, 254, 256, 289, 333, 370, 391, 429], with the activity of the dorsal premotor cortex controlling the sequences
of movements [190]. The neurons of the premotor cortex have receptive fields that move with the hand [164]
and encode targets in systems that are motionless relative to the hand [63]. The arm region in the premotor cortex
receives inputs from a specific region in the parietal cortex, where the target also encoded in the arm coordinates [73].
- activated for motor activity associated with higher levels of regulation of movements providing complex
semantic correction of movements following the ‘target desired’ future movement. Here, the motor system
selects the magnitude and duration of muscle force pulses so that the arm moves to the desired distance
according to the desired amplitude of movement [48, 151, 152, 289, 370].
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The function of the left hemisphere is organization of a sequence of movements with the identification
and use of early previous information about the spatial ordering of sensory information, with the identification
of rules and coordination of complex motor individual actions in one whole movement [44, 112, 178, 260].
That leads to the organization of new motor skills, including hand movements. The mechanism providing the formation
of action based on the internal idea of the desired position in space is also essential here when the motor system modifies
the characteristics of muscle length-tension so that the equilibrium point of interaction of the agonist and antagonist
corresponds to the desired position [128]. Here, the parietal cortex is the main structure ensuring the accuracy
of movements and the formation of internal representations of space. It is activated during the implementation
of imaginary actions associated with conscious activity, related to the regulation of targeted hand movements,
sequences of movements, and skills to work with tools [72, 90]. The issue of coding the abstract rules in the central
nervous system is extremely relevant also for manual motor activity in the performance of music by the body.
According to positron emission tomography, the execution of actions with the left-hand causes activation
of both hemispheres, and the execution of actions with the right-hand causes activation of only the left hemisphere
[162, 163] - more precisely, the left dorsal premotor and parietal regions [162, 163, 170, 173, 190],
this regularity was also revealed earlier by A. R. Luria [262]. When working with the right hand,
the coding prevails in the vector system. Whereas when working with the left hand, then vector and position coding
are used simultaneously. Moreover, methods for processing information for the left hemisphere develop in ontogenesis
later than methods for processing information for the right hemisphere [126]. For instrumental musical performance
in the field of classical music art, it is crucial to take into account the advantage of the left hand in regulating
synchronous musical playing with two limbs, with additional possible difficulties for performing movements
by the right hand if they do not coincide with the target movements of the left hand. For strings and keyboards,
the motor activity of the right hand should be adapted to the left hand regulating the musical pitch movement of music,
which is characterized by positional coding. Therefore, learning the functions of the vector regulation of the movement
of music is a separate complex function of this hand, which is not peculiar to it on the original biological soil.
During the learning process of a new motor sequence, there is required execution of the correct order
of movements with simultaneously optimizing sensorimotor parameters such as trajectory, timing, velocity, and force.
These components are crucial for the kinesthetic - artistic efficiency of music performance (vocal and music instrumental
forms), specifically for classical music reproduction processing. Here are crucial the internal models
of movement activity [210, 211, 193, 324, 465] – i.e., structural models used to plan and control the actions
of the central nervous system [153]. The topology of actions that are related to the cognitive aspects
of sensory information processing is also important here [317, 355].
The internal models:
1. cause sensory-motor integration and organization of movements, training, and higher cognitive functions thinking and consciousness [193, 210, 211, 324, 465].
2. provide for the transformation of planned actions into motor commands, from the desired motor behavior
to the motor command [210, 211].
3. in the process of organizing movements, they include a plan of the necessary action and take into account
the parameters of its motor implementation based on information about the current state of the motor system
and the parameters of the object. Here N. A. Bernshtein [34] defined the information on the spatial ordering
of motion targets as the process of programming motion based on the comprehension of motor tasks.
According to his research, based on information about the desired consequences of the movement,
motor teams are formed that are required to implement a specific target movement. They also ensure
the translation of the “semantic program of movement” into the “motor program of movement” [34].
Here, the predictability of movement is associated with aspects of higher-level motor behavior. For musical performance
in the field of classical music art, the following levels of the system for regulating the construction of movements
become most important: 3.1. The level of synergy (thalamo-pallidal) is key to the automation of motor skills.
It provides actions that require precise coordination of complex movements that are rhythmically repeated in time
and cover the limbs with the body. 3.2. The level that determines the complex semantic correction of movements
following the target desired future movement - all complex musical actions and skills are credited here.
4. can interact in various ways to form a wide repertoire of behavior [210, 302].
5. are crucial for motor learning because they allow a comparison between the predicted and actual consequences
of a movement, and thus for the assessment of movement error that is used to guide learning.
6. are instantiated in the Purkinje cell – parallel fibre complexes, where information about motor plans
arrives from the cortical motor system, and additional climbing fibre system communicates error signals
from the inferior olive that code discrepancies between planned and executed movement and determines modification
of the existed internal model during learning process [24, 198, 210]. Here cerebellar mechanisms
are important for modeling the sensory consequences of action and for computing error signals relevant for learning.
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In music performance production, it concerns simultaneous motor movement by hands and whole body
with different systems of muscles and organs of the respiratory system involved in the production of shaping the quality
of extracted musical sounds.
7. are also neural networks with processes providing a synthesis of information from various sensory modalities,
where sensory-motor integration and organization of movements occur. These are neural structures that provide,
among other things, regulation of sequences of hand movements [172]. According to studies by Mussa-Ivaldi [302],
they regulate the activity of specific muscle synergies (that is, the set of muscles that provide a particular movement)
at the level of the spinal cord. They ensure the execution of elementary movements [32, 302], and the activity of neurons
determines the goals of the movement in the systems of the motor organ. Thanks to the system of mirror neurons,
motor skills training arise through imitation, that is, observation and subsequent repetition of the action.
Here, neurons of “relative coding” also perform an important function. In essence, they determine the preliminary stage
of the organization of movements, which is transformed then into muscle-like coordinates, i.e., into signals addressed
directly to the muscles of the executive organ. Variable motion parameters are defined here, such as a set of muscles
and their activation pattern. It is based on external environment specifics, shape, position of the moving part of body,
and motor task [195]. Moreover, various internal motor models, such as the structure of neural networks,
can compete during training. Each target complex motor skill, transformed into a form of automatism and often used
in life activities, is a type of neural network for a specific scheme of motor movements of a targeted nature
and application. It explains the biological basis of the appropriate initial formation of targeted motor kinesthetic skills
and techniques for the correct, necessary, and expected performance of a classical musical work.
In psychophysiological studies on the reproduction of a sequence of hand movements, errors tend to accumulate
when the number of movements in the sequence increases [47]. The nature of the errors indicate different coding
of the amplitude and the direction of movement [31, 47], which is proved by lateralization of vector and position coding.
Moreover, mechanisms of acceleration's regulation of movement's duration do provide the errors' correction
of acceleration's amplitude. It allows to achieve the accuracy of the desired position in space for a moving arm.
These biological data are especially important for the emergence of the properties of spatial motor errors
during long-term techniques of a large number of notes at one motor technique, especially at medium and fast speed
of music performance. The formation of motor skills is a multi-level process that activates the areas of the frontal
and parietal cortex, subcortical structures (cerebellum, basal ganglia) [185]. There are learning processes associated
with the development of a new motor team or with the use and improvement of a previously learned team [195].
There is an important role of associative activation with two entrances to the motor cortex: 1. from the somatosensory
cortex necessary for the formation of new movements; 2 from the ventrolateral nucleus of the thalamus with a change
in the synoptic efficiency of cortical motor neurons [18, 197, 212]. Two types of internal representations
of motion sequences are manifested here: spatial sequences that cause abstract coding and are associated with memory,
and motor sequences that cause effector-specific coding and are associated with the reproduction of motion [162, 185].
In the early stages of learning, prefrontal cortical areas associated with explicit learning are activated.
In essence, these are the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, motor zones of the right hemisphere, and extensive areas
of the cerebellum [176]. The cerebellum receives sensory and motor information from both descending cortical pathways
and ascending peripheral pathways [245, 291, 369] with strong connections to the parietal, premotor and frontal cortex
[76, 104, 213]. It determines error correction and instantiates the formation of internal models that facilitate optimal
performance and learning process in music’s reproduction, where internal model is the structure of a set of input-output
relations between motor commands with the predicted sensory consequences of that action [198, 298, 338, 385, 467].
The empiric data of neuropsychological studies, fMRI studies of human rule-learning, and computational modeling
of cerebellar circuits reveal about the capacity to instantiate internal models [198, 210]. Here cerebellar-frontal circuits
are involved in automatizing or developing internal models of cognitive behaviors, similar to the way cerebellar-motor
circuits are involved in motor learning [24]. With the duration of the training, the activity of areas
of the left hemisphere associated with motor activity increases. The front of the left hippocampus
is responsible for implicit sequence training in the early and late stages of motor skills training [154].
With implicit learning, the lateral premotor cortex, the addition of the motor region of the left hemisphere,
and the primary motor cortex are first activated, later cognitive loops including the basal ganglia and structures
of the right hemisphere are activated [176]. Brain structures activated by implicit (unconscious) and explicit (conscious)
learning are different. Still, empirical data by Cleeremans and Jimenez [75] prove the possibility of a unified coding
system for implicit and explicit information, which leads to more effective control identifying and distinguishing
the symptoms of these types of training.
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The formation of motor skills includes memorizing and reproducing sequences of movements,
is carried out in the process of memorizing an already known sequence, with repeated reproductions [406, 431, 432],
requires solving motor and cognitive problems associated with the organization of the required set of movements [249].
It becomes possible when the internal motor program of movements stored in the memory is deployed [33, 254].
It causes a decrease in errors in subsequent reproductions. It is improved during training and determines the relative times
and relative activation forces of muscles. The parameters of such a program are formed for specific conditions
and values of the external environment, they determine and establish the absolute times and forces of muscle activation,
which are necessary for performing a sequence of movements. It allows us to achieve the goal of the movement quickly
with minimal involvement of consciousness [183, 249]. It is important here to memorize a repeating sequence
of movements, which are key in the formation of motor automatisms during repeated repetitions
of sequential movements. Whereas learning processes for both hands proceed in a similar way [42],
which facilitates the upbringing and formation of hand synchronization in playing a musical instrument.
In training and the formation of motor skill, it becomes important not only the "automatic" performance
of memorized movements under the control of the teacher during implicit (unconscious) training
but also the understanding of the actions performed during explicit (conscious) training since the structures
of stored information do change during training [33]. And there is a period of consolidation of a memorable trace
of motor skill after learning a new specialized movement. Then training for another movement violates the consolidation
of the first skill if it is implemented and conducted immediately after the first training. Consolidation occurs gradually
over 4 hours [52]. In the process of consolidation, a change of activated structures occurs. Before consolidation
at the beginning of training, maximum activity is observed in the prefrontal areas, and after the consolidation
is observed in premotor, posterior dark areas, and cerebellar cortex [190]. In the process of motor training,
there is formed a program with two schemes in the motor cortex - for new coordination and for specialized downward
influences that provide inhibition of interfering natural coordination. Here, the primary role of the motor cortex
in the inhibition of natural coordination interfering with the implementation of the generated movement.
Moreover, the control of the motor cortex over the implementation of complex coordination is also maintained
after the stage of automation of movement [23, 194, 195, 196]. Because a new movement can partially reproduce
natural or previously learned motor coordination, but the scheme of the generated movement itself can be
the opposite of natural coordination, which in such cases should be inhibited in the learning process.
When reproducing the known movements, the main burden falls on long-term motor memory [255],
which is formed up during the consolidation of a memorable trace of motor skill for 4 hours, and then in the night sleep
cycle after exercise and memorization of motor skill. However, the formation of new motor skills
requires the participation of short-term motor memory, which manifests itself over 4 hours before the transition
to long-term motor memory. It is caused by the capacity increasing with growing [248] and decreasing with aging [365],
the accuracy of remembering the parameters of movements, and the speed of remembering these parameters [394, 469]
decreasing with aging [14].
The motor kinesthetic sequence learning is conditioned by parallel interacting processes, such as internal model
formation and sequence representation. They are formed up by specific mechanisms of the cerebellum, basal ganglia,
and motor cortex. Here the striatal system learns predictive stimulus-response associations and is critical
for motor chunking. The function of the cerebellum is to acquire the optimal internal model for sequence performance
in a particular context and to contribute to error correction and control of on-going kinesthetic movement.
Motor cortex acts to store the representation of a learned sequence as a part of a distributed network,
including the parietal lobe and premotor cortex [323]. The sequence learning in behavioral studies’ data
occurs in partially separable stages: an early phase where changes are rapid, a consolidation phase where the sequence
becomes resistant to interference, and a slow-learning phase where movement timing, kinematics, and dynamics
are optimized [52, 208, 384]. The major brain networks involved and engaged in sequence learning
in neuropsychological studies’ data are motor and premotor regions, basal ganglia, cerebellum and parietal cortex
[113, 114, 185, 385, 457]. Here cerebellum and parietal cortex, as motor system’s structure, may contribute to learning
by integrating motor and sensory information to update existing motor programs or create new ones [290, 385, 466].
The sequence learning in behavioral - neuroimaging studies’ data can be separated into spatial (sequential)
and motor control components [22, 155, 185, 362, 363, 450] supported by different brain mechanisms [161, 313, 321,
322, 402]. It is conditioned by parallel, interacting processes, such as error correction, internal model formation,
stimulus-response association, and sequence representation, that are instantiated in specific cerebellar, striatal,
or motor mechanisms. The motor activity in music concerns qualitative changes in performance production
and quantitative changes in the learning process. The learning efficiency of motor sequence tasks and activities,
in the overall time to execute the musical sequence, concern decreasing the number of errors with acceleration
of changes in reaction time in response to a cue.
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The ‘motor sequence learning’ is the acquisition and optimization of a novel series of inter-related movements.
Here the order of movements during initial acquisition is learned with motor parameters optimization
during continued practice by resulting in accurate and efficient musical work’s performance. In contrast, sequence order
is acquired by focusing on implicit and explicit mechanisms [19, 457]. A newly fresh acquired sequence of movements
is slow, inaccurate, and jerky, whereas a well-learned motor sequence is accurate and smooths.
It might take place
in a single music training session on the part of well-learning musical work.
Here short period of practice changes the performance condition, which can be related to an enhanced
neural representation of the sequence and more efficient implementation. Here the brain must encode
a set of optimal movements with concrete implementation parameters, where the learning of motor-sequences
and the adaptation of motor-movements co-occur. Since acquisition and representation of sequential order
and motor optimization are partially separable, but the learned sequence is a dynamically changing
and integrated representation [313, 315].
Motor-learning concerns faster and slower learning processes. Here a more explicit spatial - sequential
component is learned more quickly, whereas a more implicit sensorimotor component is learned more slowly.
These components of the motor-learning process are conditioned by partially separable neural mechanisms
that are optimized over different time-courses [321]. For the programmed kinesthetic organization
of musical performance, there are crucial critical keys to the musical performance efficiency disturbances
in case of its’ changes after the period of initial automatic preparation in the beginner state of musical exercise.
It concern especially the breathing cycles of musical phrases (in vocal and wind instruments),
the spatial manual movements on selected string height positions with time divided organization on bow activity
(in string instruments), the fingering organization in the architecture of simultaneous hands’ activity with appropriate
targeted moment of pedaling movement with selected or synchronous legs activity (in keyboard instruments,
where the exercise activity on the piano should be adapted to the weight of the keyboard similar to the external
instrument for concert conditions), the body muscle architecture position of selected and simultaneous hands’ activity
(in percussion instruments). Biological conditions of respiratory system development and bone growth in childhood
should be taken into account for possible kinesthetic and motor difficulties on this basis, with the particular adaptation
of methods and forms of musical exercise during this period of human development.
Emotional memory:
1. belongs to the classification of memory in the category of memory content (with types of figurative,
motor and verbal-logical), according to the organization of memorization, it is an integral type of semantic
and procedural memory [116; 125].
2. provides reproduction of the emotional state without displaying ‘emotio-genic’ stimuli in images or verbal symbols,
without the participation of verbal-logical memory. Here emotional roles are particularly crucial in emotionally enhanced
memory functions, i.e., the process of encoding new information containing emotional components [376, 436].
3. is provided by the structures of the limbic system that make up the integrative mechanism of emotional behavior.
Here the limbic system takes part in the formation and activation of emotional reactions that arose during the early life
experience. Fibers from neurons of the reticular formation, transmitting signals from all senses to the structures
of the limbic system, go to various areas of the cerebral cortex, responsible for the emergence and awareness
of emotional experiences [270]. Additionally, the amygdala plays a crucial role in emotional processing [15].
The insular cortex, the secondary somatosensory cortex, the cingulate cortex and nuclei in the tegmentum
and hypothalamus are the brain regions that regulate attentional focus by integrating external and internal inputs to create
emotional feeling states [95].
4. is the body's process of reproducing a previously experienced emotional state in conjunction with a memory
of the situation that caused it and a subjective attitude to it.
5. promotes the development of imagination and creativity [438].
6. has the main characteristics, such as the speed of formation, special strength, and spontaneous reproduction.
They determine a significant role in the behavior (verbal and non-verbal) of a person in his actions, mood,
and relationships with the surrounding world [165].
7. simply refers to the notion that very emotional events are more often memorable, where emotional stimuli
consume more attentional resources than non-emotional stimuli [376, 426].
The presentation of an emotional stimulus gives priority to its processing. It is easier storing and processing
emotional stimuli relative to neutral [15, 111, 214], with the difference in the work of attention when remembering
the emotional performance of music. It is associated with an increase in the activation of the emotional stimulus
representation in working memory as an effect of attracting attention by the emotional stimulus [26, 312, 334, 341].
At the automatic primary level, the emotional content of the stimulus is extracted, and its importance assessed.
Here, processing does not require additional attention resources and is carried out at the subcortical level,
using the amygdala [79].
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Then controlled processes take place, where emotional information takes precedence in the competition
for attention resources, with additional activation of the frontal cortex. Emotional ‘appropriation’ of attention
is therefore related to the processing of information at a controlled level. Here, in the formation of the emotional
and intonation content and meaning of a musical work, emotional reactions or emotional states arise based
on a conditioned-reflex emotional memory with the participation of figurative and verbal-logical memory.
Emotional memories and impressions are recorded almost instantly and involuntarily. They provide replenishment
of the subconscious sphere of the human psyche, and information is reproduced from the emotional memory [247; 344 ].
Emotional characteristics may facilitate processing [26, 334, 341], but it can also disturb [265; 345; 456]
with too much intensity. Here in Kensinger and Corkin [214] studies, activation of the prefrontal cortex areas
in the processing of emotional and cognitive information was indicated. The cognitive [157] region is the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, whereas the emotional [409] region is the abdominal-medial-orbital-frontal prefrontal cortex.
There is a specific relationship between these regions, where the activation of the emotional area
is accompanied by a decrease in the activation of the cognitive area, which is the neurological correlate of competition
between different information modalities.
Attentional and motivational components of emotion have been linked to heightened learning and memory
[320, 380]. During the initial perceptual stage, attention is biased toward emotional information.
Stimulating selective attention increases for emotional information to become encoded in LTM storage associated
with an indirect influence on perception and attention that regulates selective sensory processing and behavioral
determination [436]. Motivational components promote learning and enhance subsequent memory retrieval
with generalizing new events consequent to adaptive physiological changes. Primary emotional systems do regulate
associative learning and memory (classical conditioning and emotional habit) by the mediation of emotional networks.
This includes basal ganglia (basolateral and central amygdala, nucleus accumbens, thalamus, and dorsal striatum)
and medial temporal lobe (MTL), including hippocampus as well as the entorhinal cortex, perirhinal cortex,
and parahippocampal cortices that responsible for declarative memories. Secondary learning and memory
do regulate emotional feelings in relation to environmental events that subsequently refine effective solutions.
Such higher cognitive functions do operate within the cortical regions, including the frontal cortex for awareness
and consciousness functions such as thinking, planning, emotional regulation, and free-will (intention-to-act),
which do mediate emotional feelings. Cognition is an extension of emotion where emotion is an extension
of feeling homeostasis. These processes are integrated with the secondary processes and do reach a mature level
(higher brain functions) to better anticipating and yielding cognitive control of emotion.
Amygdala and hippocampus are synergistically activated during memory encoding to form an LTM
of emotional information [116, 247, 284, 344]. Here emotions influence the formation of a hippocampal-dependent
memory system [325], exerting a long-term impact on learning and memory. They powerfully modify cognitive
appraisals and memory processes. The innate emotional systems interact with higher brain systems where emotional state
influence on cognitive ramifications. The amygdala’s involvement in emotional arousal processing
strengthens the memory network by modulating memory consolidation during memory processes (encoding, storage,
retention) that contribute to the emotional enhancement of memory [265, 284]. Labile memories
of newly learned information become stabilized and strengthened to form long-lasting memories [282].
Here activation of the basolateral complex of the amygdala is conditioned by emotionally arousing events,
which appear to modulate memory storage-related regions that influence long-term memories [283].
Additionally, direct projections from the amygdala to sensory cortices during emotional processing
do enhance attentional mechanisms. They might allow the parallel processing of the attentional (frontoparietal) system
[436]. Thus the amygdala activation is associated with enhanced attention [426], where emotional content
is remembered better than neutral content. According to the hemisphere functional specialization of emotions:
1. the right hemisphere is responsible for the perception, expression, and processing of positive emotions,
more involved in the regulation of intellectual activity; the left hemisphere is responsible for perception, expression,
and processing of negative emotions, more engaged in the regulation of emotional response [189, 216, 388].
2. the right hemisphere processes information simultaneously and holistically; it has a specific synthetic
processing method; the left hemisphere processes sequentially information entering the brain is associated
with the serial organization of movements. It is characterized by an abstract analytical processing [217, 468].
These properties are manifested in the learning and memorizing of musical material and regulate the nature of the quality
work on it. Here Damasio's approach to James-Lange concept development defines emotions as a set of changes
in the state of the body and brain that respond to specific perceptual contents caused by the imagination.
In response to an emotional stimulus, somatic conditions with physiological changes arise in the body.
These bodily changes range from changes in the internal state to changes in skeletal muscle and muscle facial
expressions. Responses to an emotional stimulus arising in the brain cause the central nervous system to release certain
neurotransmitters with a change in signal transmission from the body to somatosensory regions [270].
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A procedural (implicit, unconscious) emotional soldering causes the memorization of movements
and the preservation of motor skills [308] in conditions of emotional activation, enhancing attention [328].
Therefore, forming the emotionality of stimuli, one can directly change attention, improve memory,
or a sense of remembering [387]. The emotional experience of music ensures its naturalness in the intonation
and sense of breath of musical phrases in the structure of a musical work. It is the core of regulated
and adaptable musicality to the content of specific music. It determines artistic performance appealing to listeners
and conscious recipients of classical music. It gives the background and emotional content to a musical text
that creates a psychophysiological basis for the specific body and psyche states in learning and playing music.
In this condition of memorizing the music (i.e., with emotional activation), it produces the ease of performing
final purposeful music from memory. Here, adapting the musical performance repertoire to the emotional
and aesthetic preferences of the performer's music ensures the optimization of the compatibility of the emotional content
of musical works with his emotional needs and emotional naturalness. It minimizes the risk of experiencing deeper
and saturated emotional states different from the emotional compatibility of an individual. It includes the formation
of clinical symptoms of split personality [353], which is characterized by the disintegration of 'me/myself' sphere
and uniqueness naturalness space. It is conditioned by performing musical repertoire with the different state emotional
music content from the predisposition and emotional compatibility of the musical performer. Also, Lerner et al. [250]
fMRI research revealed that the perception of music with eyes closed causes changes and a direct connection
with areas of the brain that process emotions. Therefore there is a deeper activation of the areas
responsible for emotions with closed eyes, which is a reasonable independent case for realizing that condition
during memorizing music processing.

5. BIOLOGICAL SPECIFICS OF ATTENTION AND MEMORY CAPACITY FOR MPM
The memory for musical performance (i.e., musical performing memory MPM) is characterized
by the dominance of arbitrary, selective attention with a temporary organization of its functional optimization.
A. R. Luria [17, 30, 66, 231, 261] defines voluntary attention in double direction - as a process of isolating elements
essential for mental activity (selection of information), and as a process of maintaining control over a clear and organized
flow of mental activity. Therefore attention is characterized by selectivity as filter warning of flooding of consciousness
with irrelevant unnecessary, inappropriate information [373]. Here the mechanism of the dominant focus of attention
is summarizing and accumulating incoming impulses while suppressing the activity of other centers
and giving behavior a certain orientation [68, 427]. The hippocampus is a filter that transmits only new signals and sifting
out information elements already stored in the memory [361, 372, 419]. It determines the target conscious regulation
of musical performance as programmed behavior at the level and in the form of the executive function.
Here at the psychophysiological level, an increase in the degree of synchronization of the electrical activity
of the alpha range is detected with the targeted directional expectation of visual, auditory, and tactile stimuli
in situations of target intellectual activity [56, 230, 381, 382]. Arbitrary attention is determining and conditioning
the strength and selectivity of memory with accuracy and detail perception, as well as the direction and productivity
of mental activity - thereby the quality and results of all voluntary human activity, which includes musical performance
as a programmed action.
In hemispheric functional specialization of attention [314, 379], the right hemisphere mainly provides
wakefulness and concerns involuntary attention. It determines the presence of symptoms of mental fatigue
in the circadian rhythm of wakefulness. In contrast, the left hemisphere refers to voluntary attention
and mainly determines the specialized organization of attention related to specific activities and tasks.
It determines the presence of symptoms of mental activity and the optimization of the concentration of attention
on their fulfillment in the circadian rhythm of wakefulness. It also concerns short-term memory in memorizing
a musical work. The optimal level of mental productivity is achieved at the beginning of such a circadian rhythm
and then decreases until the moment of the temporary end of such a cycle, where it is necessary to observe rest.
According to psychophysiological data, a person’s voluntary attention during monotonous work is maintained
with its optimal concentration for an average of 15 to 20 minutes. Then it dissipates, and there is supposed
to make a pause or to switch to another type of activity or do an exercise of musical work that strengthens
the earlier assigned material. This period is shorter in children with impaired attention and increased mental fatigue
and is more authentic in children with increased mental endurance and “memory absorption” in the absence
of mental overload. If the work with the study of a musical work is fascinating, it forms a deep motivational interest,
does not cause special difficulties for the perception and organization of the kinesthetic activity
of the target musical performance. After-random attention has become, and the stage of distracted attention
may come later or do not appear until the moment of exhaustion, with the required biological break.
After-voluntary attention is associated with the goal of the activity, is supported by a conscious interest,
does not cause volitional efforts, remains focused for a longer time, and does not cause fatigue due to voltage.
Then is available to deal and training with the earlier learned material.
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Neurophysiologist Kleitman [223] revealed up advanced the day-time biological rhythm as a «basic-rest –
activity cycle», of about 90 minutes average period during wakefulness. It is based on a common generating mechanism
with sleepiness and wakefulness during the day's mental activity. This period increases with age from 50 – 60 minutes
in infants, through 60 – 70 minutes in school children, until 90 – 110 minutes in adults [224], with an impressive amount
of data collected from later studies on humans which do certify these regularities [225]. With including these data,
the time-period for learning and memorizing new kinesthetic sequences of intentional targeted musical work's performing
is translated into around 3 – 4 trials. It concerns the time reserved for the automatization of primary learned kinesthetic
activity movements. The more hard and difficulty occurs during primary learning and memorizing session,
the more short part of musical piece is recommended to be taken for its memorizing and mastering at the final required
level of musical performance. Including the interference process that might be observed by learning selected new parts
of different musical works, there is not recommended to memorizing different musical works during a single day training
session. Whereas different parts of musical works with mostly its repeated content and minor small changes
should be done and worked out during a single day training session, with preparing the separate memory map
for the differences as adds of all repeated musical content in musical work. The process of attention,
along with perception, determines the occurrence and functionality of memory, reflects the concentration,
is depth-ness in memorable activity, as targeted musical performance, and affects its effectiveness [477].
Therefore, the features of perception and attention directly affect and form the memory’s content of musical performance.
The cerebral functional asymmetry of the music’s aural perception is important here, which directly affects
the state of aural musical memory. Neuropsychological studies of R. J. Zatorre and P. Belin [471, 472, 473, 474]
using positron emission tomography revealed: 1. the dominant role of the right hemisphere for encoding
musical pitch information; 2. the dominant role of the left hemisphere for encoding musical rhythm information.
It reflects the differences between right and left hemispheres in the peculiarities of their interaction in the perception
of music, with empirical confirmation of the mutually competitive organization of the grouping of musical material
by pitch and rhythm parameters [177]. The human’s auditory cortex shows functional differentiation in that different
areas are selectively sensitive to temporal or spectral acoustic features of music. These differences are presented
between cortex regions in two hemispheres, as well as between cortical structures connecting both hemispheres.
The functional independence of both hemispheres determines the differentiated variants of the state of interhemispheric
interaction in the auditory processing of music and musical information, which form up different ‘lateral profiles’
of the working aural musical memory as a musical cognitive psychological process. This is directly reflected
in memorizing a musical work.
Biological studies of memory do prove about psychophysiological limitations of attention resources
in optimizing the information processing when it is perceived by different receptors, especially auditory and visual.
It occurs due to the property of the selectivity of attention. The antagonism in music processes between writing
and listening, or reading and kinesthetic performing is the result of the attention division [68],
where instead of summating information across auditory, visual or kinesthetic modes, it becomes separated into different
directions of perceptual processing. The focusing on signals of a certain modality (auditory and visual stimuli)
is regulated by activation of the human sensory cortex in different ways. The cognitive and neural foundations
of focusing attention on the information of one sensory modality, while ignoring the information in another sensory
modality, do substantiate the biological principle of the competitive influence of sensory attention zones on each other.
Competition of auditory and visual modality signals can occur both at the sensory and at the central processing level.
At the sensory level, this is the mutual influence (modulation) of activity in the corresponding brain areas,
when information from some sensory organs can modulate or suppress the response in those zones of the cortex
that are responsible for other modalities. At the central level, this arises due to the mechanism
of selective attention on certain stimuli for solving a specific target task, which regulates the process of isolating
a target or a specific stimulus from the total flow of incoming signals of different modality. Here, the downward effects
of attention do modulate the interaction of the sensory regions of the cortex by gating sensory information.
This interaction improves the processing of one modality at the expense of another during selective attention
and subsequently affects memory coding [202, 263, 294]. Here in psychophysiological studies it was proved,
that the results of audiovisual integration were worsened when attention was directed only to the visual object [416].
Also fMRI data with the processing of mixed visual and auditory information, while focusing on one of these modalities
with alternating signals of different modalities, revealed that auditory stimulation led to a decrease in activity
in the visual cortex, and the presentation of only the visual signal deactivated the auditory cortex [243; 383].
Here might be an example, when we read a book with enthusiasm, the perception of surrounding sounds is suppressed,
and there is a decrease in the activation of attention in other sensory modalities, because of what we may not hear
the question asked us. Competition for attention resources and working memory is observed additionally
within the limits of one modality. It manifests itself not only in relation to signals of different categories
(for hearing, this applies to speech and non-speech signals) but also for signals within each of these categories [50].
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These effects are determined by mechanisms of primary grouping in the attention selectivity
with the proximity of signals characteristics and attention focus. It contributes to the formation of perceptual units
and the allocation of the target signal from the background in a complex scene conditions [53, 203].
In the distribution of attention resources, this is manifested mainly in the processes of spatial grouping
during visual perception and temporary grouping during auditory perception [27, 28, 53, 68]. An example of the hearing
is the possibility of distinguishing the speech of one target speaker based on the individual characteristics of his voice
in a “party” situation the simultaneous speaking of a large number of people - i.e., cocktail party aural perception effect
[53]. In music, this concerns the allocation of instrumental parts in orchestral performance (timbre characteristics,
melodic coherence). Additionally, pitch and rhythmic information [62, 102, 390] or timbre [263, 337, 449, 464]
may enter into dual relationships and mutual influences at the perception of its complex perceptual organization.
It applies not only to perception and listening, but also to control of performance in professional public presentations
or recordings. The limitation of resources also affects the reduction of auditory control’s accuracy,
and emphasis can go then to the kinesthetic form of control [301, 410, 436, 437].
In the process of memorizing completion of a musical work, the psycho-physiological resources:
1. are aimed at visual attention in the process of reading a vista of musical notes from a sheet; 2. do concentrate
brain processing for information at this level; 3. do reduce concentration for processing the information received
in kinesthetic receptor with participation of analytical thinking (the formation and extraction of each musical note
by separately) and synthetic thinking (the production of notes’ group with musical meaning of music intonation’s
elements); 4. do reduce the concentration of attention for auditory control of each extracted note read a vista
from the music sheet of a musical work. It purposefully substantiates the advisability of initially memorizing music
on every day, while studying its content (i.e., ‘reading a vista’ the musical notes from a music’s sheet),
in the volume of a piece of a musical work within the scope of the information available for immediate direct memory.
Such a procedure accelerates musical material processing at the kinesthetic, auditory, and emotional levels,
with a more correct and faster-selected set (combination) of motor actions for the formation of each musical note
and intonation-al sounding of the music in its target (concert) performing form. In this case, human’s predominant
auditory, visual, or kinesthetic cognitive style in perception and learning may manifest as well as the effects
of auditory dominance in children [203, 304, 351, 392].
Attention (as working memory) resources are conditionally limited to few perceptual units,
which can be enlarged due to perceptual unification. Then they become an object of attention (as figures distinguished
from the background) and, therefore, as units of memorization. They can be as musical elements of a work - from notes
through bars to semantic phrases. A preliminary memorizing of a musical work by such fragments and their subsequent
combination can facilitate the music notes’ content processing with a more controlled training of performance.
It also contributes to highlighting and more conscious studying with closed eyes [54, 238, 253, 258, 386, 411].
Additionally, according to the biological laws of perception, the processing of information at the auditory and kinesthetic
receptors in the state of closed eyes, on the example of music performance, leads increasing the severity
of these receptors [326] and more deep conscious bodily perception (i.e., proprioception) and sensation of music,
as well as its formation and experience at the bodily level [222, 250]. For memory mechanisms, it significantly improves
control and regulation of the state of body (i.e., proprioception) and regulation of motor actions as well
as the emotional experience of music during its performing. It is available during the perception of musical notes text
as semantic material for its conscious memorization with reproduction and control by other receptor modalities
[222, 301]. For effective memorization of musical works, it is crucial here to have the stage (periods) of the exercise
in a state of closed eyes, like eliminating the attention over-load by visual receptor in the process of learning
and memorizing music with a deeper internal immersion in the feeling of own body activity (i.e., proprioception).
It speeds up the process of finding the right movement actions for their subsequent transition to automated functions
for producing the specific effect or form of music performance.
In the presence of a transitional stage of a musical exercise of a concrete musical work’s fragment,
there is the necessity to engage the learning in the state with open and then with closed eyes,
both in the transitional version of musical exercise and in the target final form of musical performance,
in the first attempt with open and second attempt with closed eyes. It is also important to take into account
that listening to music with closed eyes causes a direct connection with brain areas that process emotions [250].
Since this accompanies quality and acceleration accompanies the quality and acceleration of memorization
a musical work due to the presence of this form of training stage. Various forms of human cognitive activity,
accompanied by the activation of voluntary attention, are characterized by a certain type of neuronal activity,
clearly comparable with the dynamics of voluntary attention, depending on the type of perceived
and processed information for the memory’s condition. In the hippocampal neural networks, the nerve cells
are distinguished, as neurons of novelty and identity [96, 188, 412]. Receptor signals from neurons of novelty
and identity do affect oppositely for activating and synchronizing brain systems.
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Novelty neurons allow for highlighting new signals. Their background impulse and activation increases under
the action of new stimuli of different sensory modalities. They are connected to separate zones of the cerebral cortex,
which form exciting plastic synapses on novelty neurons. Thus, the impulse activity of novelty neurons increases
under the action of new stimuli. By taking into account the differentiated level of excitation, the novelty neuron response
is selectively and gradually suppressed as the stimulus repeats, and additional activation in it disappears
while maintaining the basic background activity. Identity neurons receive impulses from different sensory modalities
through inhibitory plastic synapses. The background activity in identity neurons is suppressed
under the action of new information, while, on the contrary, it is activated under the action of usual information.
A new stimulus stimulates the activating brain system, excites novelty neurons, and inhibits identity neurons.
At the same time, the well-known familiar stimulus stimulates the inhibitory brain’s system, excites identity neurons,
and inhibits novelty neurons. Therefore, in the process of programming (i.e., memorization) the performance
of a musical work, primary novelty neurons forming up neural networks that are then activated
by secondary identity neurons during subsequent refinement of the programming behavior of musical performance,
especially after the consolidation’s stage of long-term memory’s content during and after a night’s sleep [96, 188, 412].
Attempts to retrain a musical work in the form of reprogramming behavior do entail psychophysiological disturbances,
when the slightly changed behavior’s content is still familiar to the brain and, therefore, identity neurons
are mainly activated. In this case, the level of psychophysiological activation of novelty neurons in a state of relearning
the programming behavior of musical performance is lower from the level of activation of these neurons
in the time moment of the initial study of musical work’s memorization. These patterns are an independent objective
source of the cause of difficulties in the free mastery of the musical work performance in a state of testing the experience
of retraining. Therefore, various forms (types) of performing a musical work should be studied and learned
from the very beginning of processing the material of its content with programming behavior for this target activity.
Neural networks, as memory’s content, lend themselves to a dynamic change of their activation
at the level of attention processing and activation of memory’s temporal types. Temporary and gradual memory’s filling
with information material is characteristic at the biological stage of the information’s transition from sensory
and working through short-term to long-term memory, especially along the path of memory traces’ consolidation during
the sleep. Here Oberauer [311] treats short-term memory as an area of long-term memory that contains information
with the highest level of activation (and thus the most available). Attention is: 1. mediated between storage
and processing the information; 2. oriented to the information stored in long-term memory while performing
a cognitive task with the involvement of working memory when various information is activated in the working memory.
Additionally, Ericsson and Kintsch [125] defined the long-term working memory as memory type of a set
of ‘retrieval structures’ in long-term memory, that enable access to the earlier obtained relevant important information
for current tasks or mental activities. Here ‘plane’ working memory is organized into two structural levels.
The first concern long-term memory activated representations, with theoretically no limited capacity,
while the second concern the focus of attention with limited capacity for activated representations [82].
Working memory, which is part of long-term memory at the level of new information processing,
activates long-term memory at a lower level than in the repeated processing up the information memorized
earlier and stored in long-term memory as a result of the memory consolidation process [82, 125].
Therefore, initially higher activation of working memory arises with less activation of long-term memory,
and then in subsequent sessions of a musical exercise with higher activation of long-term memory as its component.
Also, the automation of motor skills, which takes place in the time interval of 4-6 hours, is forming up another
their psychophysiological form at the musical performing level. They become lighter and more manageable
in the freedom of musical performing after the initial period of their formation in the primary time interval
for musical work’s memorization.
Working memory was proposed by A. D. Baddeley and G. J. Hitch [21] in 1974 and confirmed empirically
independently in N. A. Cowan [86, 87] psychological data, and in A. Guida, F. Gobet, H. Tardieu, S. Nicolas
[166, 167, 168, 220] physiological data. It is based on the development of R. C. Atkinson and R. M. Shiffrin
short-term and long-term memory model. It is allocated as part (share) of long-term memory and short-term memory,
which contains only information that is inactive processing [2] with the attention’s participation.
At the same time, the remaining shares of short-term and long-term memory are involved only in the process of storing
information and do not entail the manipulation or organization of material stored in memory [82, 83, 89].
Such a combination ensures the efficiency of access to information necessary for solving current problems
under conditions of combining the functions of its storage and processing [433], which are necessary
for the current momentary mental activity [116], which is especially characteristic of the process of musical work’s fresh
memorizing.
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Working memory, and thus fresh biological memorization: 1. is an immediate, instantaneous,
and primary memory with encoding of new, unknown, just received information or material’s stimulus content;
2. is based on the psychophysiological process of capturing stimulus information and its initial retention in memory [20,
49, 288]; 3. arises in a person with focused attention participation and without preliminary, additional efforts,
without repeating the stored information and its meta-memory strategic processing. It is due to the properties
of physiological, biophysical, biochemical, information and energy systems of the molecular and cellular levels
at the brain level for behavioral reality [12, 29, 246, 377, 397]. These are genotypic and innate functional brain systems.
They provide the basis for perception and appropriation of information at the level of coding and decoding
in new material’s direct memorization process. The storage of information at this memory’s level does not depend
on the subjective and personal regulation of this process. This type of memorization has a mechanical character
with observing the possibility of its opposite effect, such as forgetting [67].
Forgetting is characteristic at the biological level due to the effects of interference and of H. Ebbinghaus
‘forgetting curve’ principle (also called as ‘learning curve’) that causes filtering of memory in the state
of its temporary overflow due to the excess amount of entering information. It has a time function of information loss –
in the form of sharply falling lines such as “L” for forgetting of meaningless material or “\_” for forgetting semantic
material. It is determined by a decrease in the level of information retention in memory over time
when information is lost due to failure to perform actions for its preservation along the path of active use
during repetitions or mnemonic processing [118]. This is a condition for memorization processes improvement
due to the formation of understanding as specially organized mental actions. These are mental operations
that lead to good memorization, identified in cognitive psychology, and related to such actions as grouping, strong points,
mnemonic plan, classification, structuring, systematization, schematization, recoding, completion of memorized material,
serial organization of material, association [67]. At the same time, the ‘forgetting curve’ tends to decrease memory
for newly learned knowledge if it does not fit into the amount of information that belonged to short-term memory [366].
Moreover, the volume of stored information at an automatic level and not included in this phenomenon
is fairly proportionally close to the amount of information belonged to working memory. This means that the forget curve
refers to the process of loss of accessibility to material coming out significantly from the volume of working memory.
Additionally, the theory of forgetting concerns also the possibility of reducing the amount of forgetting information
by actively mnemonic processing at frequent time intervals, during the period of its fresh primary study and assimilation.
It means that longer temporary processing of a specific amount of freshly learned information:
1. makes it more appropriate at the cellular level of the brain memory mechanisms; 2. increases the likelihood
of its transformation into long-term memory during the sleep cycle after a day of its active or primary learning.
The separation between working memory and short-term memory was established empirically, also by the ‘forgetting
curve’ principle. Here short-term memory forgetting is due to its limited volume and duration of information processing,
related to proactive interference, identified by G. E. Muller [259, 300], with loss of information perceived later
and to retroactive interference with loss of information perceived earlier. Interference means self-imposition
[187, 215, 287, 404] and associative inhibition [259, 300, 346] of information. In this case, the information included
in working memory capacity is not influenced by interference, which confirms further the difference between working
memory and short-term memory [433]. For the musical performance’s field for musical works’ effective memorization,
the effect of proactive interference from the position of the material’s duration on the music’s structure
is more significant. However, the effect of retroactive interference also causes damage to the material learning earlier
(musical work’s part) in case of its memorization inhibition due to memorizing a new musical material
in a one-time interval of music’s learning. It occurs in condition when the total memorized size of a musical work
exceeds the volume that belonged to short-term memory capacity.
Short-term memory capacity, which determines the possibility of its transformation into long-term memory,
can be checked and established in the time periods at the evening moment immediately before falling asleep
and in the morning moment immediately after waking up. It is due additionally to the biological law of the spontaneous
natural increase of alpha brain waves’ activity in those time intervals of biological circadian brain rhythms.
They determine the transition from the conscious to the unconscious, with an increased state of brain learning
with a faster speed information processing and its moving into long-term memory, with an increase
of serotonin production [306]. In a situation where the amount of information reproduced on the night
before falling asleep is more than in the morning after waking up, then we get the amount of information
transformed into long-term memory and its outgoing shared part beyond the short-term memory capacity.
It proves indirectly also about how much information learned on the day before bedtime can be extracted
naturally and spontaneously without additional conditions after recalling an earlier memorized material.
In a situation where the amount of information reproduced on the night before falling asleep is less than in the morning
after waking up, then we get the amount of information transformed into long-term memory and shared part
of information subject to an inability to retrieve from memory on the day of training before bedtime,
which most often indicates mental fatigue and congestion for memorable functions’ optimization.
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In a situation where the amount of information reproduced on the night before falling asleep is the same
as in the morning after waking up, then we get optimization and regulation of memorable functions at the meta-memory
level (conscious ownership and memory management), without any violations in storing information and retrieving it
from memory when the storage step facilitates a fused stages’ transition from short-term memory to long-term memory.
That amount of information entering into long-term memory does not interfere with the subsequent new information
entering the sensory and working memory on the next day of studying new content of a musical work.
It is complemented in time for the whole integral memorable structure of musical content belonging
to long-term regulated memory. With respecting the rule of the musical exercise with closed eyes regulation
of music performing at a proprioception level, it lends itself to deeper control and conscious body’s management
with the emotional experience of music to form automatic skills for its targeted performance. It causes a decrease
in fatigue and energy mental costs for music memorization. It additionally forms the minimization of stage fright state
with negative consequences due to the feeling of a lack of full control over musical work performing processing.
It eliminates loss of control’s state during the musical exercise by transferring the artistic work to its external music
performing (concert, recording). At the same time, the automation of the behavioral skills of musical performance
determines their manifestation in different conditions of performing music from memory, including for the state
of a public performance of a musical work. When, for example, the effectiveness of auditory monitoring and control
for quality of musical performing is limited or reduced [136, 301, 356, 410, 420, 448].
Empirical data in cognitive psychology were obtained about memory span for amount of 3 – 4 units
for 11 – 12 ages with neuropsychological data about sensory aural unit’s duration for 3 seconds [84, 85, 88, 147, 148,
200, 280, 281, 310, 311, 360, 413, 414, 415, 462, 461, 463], wherein young children this volume is less.
Thus, an empirical level with the time interval of 9 to 12 seconds and musical size of 6 bars measures was obtained,
as an initial indicator of working aural musical memory span [117], which at the biological level determines
the effectiveness of musical work’s memorization For music’s memorization efficiency, the quantitative size of musical
work for an exercise in one training session should be selected carefully, taking into account: 1. the minimum durations
of parts of a musical work that make up the meaningful musical sense with and music’s intonation phrasing;
2. the amount of information that becomes unforgettable for short-term memory as a form of temporary memory
according to the ‘forgetting curve’ principle as very close and similar in proportion to working memory span
with a slight increase; 3. mental, intellectual processing, and shaping the music’s performing affecting five channels
of information receipt in the body and its control. {1) cognitive - semantic – visual as the initial and shortest;
2) semantic - motor with possible different transitional stages for the formation of the final performing skills;
3) semantic - auditory based on sound control of performance due to motor activity; 4) emotional - intonation
superimposed on a cognitive content of musical notes’ channel that determines the semantic artistic performing of music
and affects the shape and quality of the motor sphere of musicality and freedom of music performance;
5) proprioception with elements of increased perception in closed eyes’ state.}
Attention resources (as a synonym for working memory process in term of its span), determine the inevitability
of high-quality processing of the minimum brief part of a musical work (phrase) for the feasibility of its most faithful
and targeted studying at the initial stage of a musical exercise. This can be for age from 11-12 years old to an adult,
on average up to 15-20 seconds of music’s sounding in the target performance for middle or fast speed (tempo),
and up to 30 - 40 seconds of music’s sounding at a slower pace. These time parameters are narrowed accordingly
for an earlier age and expand accordingly for humans with the dominated and advanced ability of memory absorption.
According to psychology’s law of individual differences, also a significant increase in music’s volume memorized
in the daily cycle is possible and affordable. However, this is primarily due to 1. technical complexity of musical work’s
performing. 2. its intonation-al content for music’s emotional expressiveness. The more complex and time-consuming
content of musical work for its targeted final concert performance, the more justified the narrowing of the size
(musical bars’ amount) for the detailed music’s processing with memorization. The final size can be established
by the parameters of the reproduction from memory just freshly memorized music of the same day at the night
before sleep and on the next day in the morning just after waking up, with a period of observing own-self daily
for at least 20-25 days, with an optimal period of up to 1,5 months. By taking into account age-related changes
in the human cognitive sphere, such monitoring should be carried out every 1-1,5 years. Musical works having
structurally repeating fragments of musical content, for classical musical notes’ literature, in a condition
of same performing its’ content should be learned in less of their exercises, with separate playback
of fragments of their differences - according to the present scheme. Here at the level of memory trace’s organization,
a hierarchical scheme of such music content’s unit arises. The upper level represents the same musical notes’ content,
whereas the lower level describes the different musical notes’ content.
А
[The content of the musical notation ‘A-B__A-C__A-D_’].
/ | \ The optimal form of music’s memorization ↓
B C D [A__ as a separate part; B, C, D as additional selected parts studied together side by side in time.]
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In condition of target requirement for different performing the music’s part ‘A’ its’ content should be learned
in all its repeating variations simultaneously, but separately studied (highlighted in a separate stage of the musical
exercise). Thus, learning them according to the different nuances of their performance, which should be processed
at the emotional and motor kinesthetic levels using the same music’s semantic content (i.e., music notation).
To optimizing the memorization of music, it is advisable to process such an action within the framework
of one session of a musical exercise, at least for 2 - 4 variants of different performances of the same music’s content.
Then at the night sleep’s stage with consolidation that content into long-term memory, it becomes
as memorized differentiated forms of musical performance. In the case of technical difficulties associated
with the time parameter of a musical work, an auxiliary version of the music exercise should fit (approximate)
to equal parts of its target performance, expanded in time. On the example of the content of music notation according
to the time parameters (shares of the target tempo) ‘A-B-C-DEF’ - the optimal form here of the auxiliary version
of music’s memorization by the time-division might be such ‘A-C-E’ or ‘A-D’. Since the temporary part ‘A’
of the initial exercise is then decomposed into temporary parts ‘A-B’ or ‘A-BC’ of the target music’s performing.
Then on the rhythmic temporal version (in terms of tempo), there is no risk of forming a separate commemorative
program for the content of music of different temporal diameters, which does not have a direct arrangement
on the target form for performing a musical work.
According to the biological rule for the automation of motor reflexes in the daily processing of new memorized
content of a musical work, as part of a new fresh learned musical material, the number of holistic reproductions (repeats)
by exercising such material in an intermediary auxiliary educational form(s) should not exceed the amount
of reproductions (repeats) in the target correct music’s performing (for the final form of a musical work’s performance).
By taking into account, the temporary automatism organization of motor skills, including small ones for a specific music
work’s content, the selected fragment of a musical work must be learned and memorized completely in the target musical
performing within 4 hours from the moment of the initial exercise with its content. For condition of when the duration
of musical exercise in one training session does not exceed from 30 to 120 minutes, the part of musical work’s content
must be set and selected so that it can be worked out through and memorized completely for the target music
performance. Including characteristics of the emotional sphere in organizing and regulating the emotional experience
of music, which is required to be present at all stages of musical work’s memorization, it is inevitable to work out
such music’s fragment which is a part of holistic semantic act of its emotional and semantic content.
For an analog with speech material, it can be compared with the allocation of individual words or their group,
making up a meaningful phrase or a short sentence. Including time limitations of memory capacity,
the studied musical work’s part should fit into the amount of information that can be consolidated in long-term memory
in the sleep cycle. Also, newly learned material should be targeted for play in the later evening before bedtime
and in the morning after waking up. Under circumstances of the brain’s mental overload by different types of information
perceived in daily activity, the goal is to narrow the volume of the studied material of musical content
or to divide the studying of new material every second day. After each night sleep cycle, with the primary consolidation
of the music content in long-term memory, subsequent work with its content goes into the stage of strengthening
the earlier learned content with facilitated repetitions and closer to conscious automatic regulation of its performance.
Then less and less auxiliary reproductions (repeats) are required. Also, the level of musical exercise approaches
improvement and refinement of the target musical performing with optimization of the emotional sphere
and physical body organization of each musical note or a group of musical notes in a single breath or reflex skill.
Thus, complex, masterly virtuosic works of classical musical literature become accessible to ergonomic learning
with memorization completion in several days (weeks). In the condition of such musical work’s fragments
with repeatable content, their capacity for memorizing storage is narrowed to the size of the primary sample pattern
of such content. Then they become less busy at a memorable level despite their long-lasting sounding,
which allows them to reduce and to narrow the time interval required for memorizing them. It leads to faster free mastery
of such virtuosic musical works’ content. By that result, they are available for more rapid mastery of them at required
targeted music performance’s level, with minimization of negative symptoms of bolti-ness, feeling bored or tiredness
of musical work in case of its over-performing. After a holistic memorization completion of musical work, it is necessary
to play it at least once a day to preserve the freshness of memory for its content. With daily mental workload,
this mode can be expanded for 2 to 3 days. This principle also applies to producing all needed or required versions
of musical work’s interpretation in professional musical performance, except for own-self personal performing
as the most natural and spontaneous (such as for: 1. competitions, auditions, historical, musicological concerts
for stylistic interpretation. 2. music’s teacher. 3. different acoustic conditions. 4. musical recordings agencies).
It determines the possibility and conditions for maintaining the maturity of artistic performance within the framework
of professional musical property of elastic artistry. In professional musical performance activity at the completed
memorization state, the whole musical repertoire is also required to be realized by daily reproduction (even once)
to preserve the condition of memory's freshness with its strengthening on the biological cell level. Otherwise music is
forgotten over time fragmentarily firstly then holistically, so it requires an increase of time for subsequent re-memorizing.
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6. METHODOLOGICAL TIPS OF MUSICOLOGICAL DATA FOR MPM
The views of musical methodologists on musical memory are determined by the experience
and observation of professional musicians and also the own activity of professional musical performance,
which belongs to the scientific fields of musicology and musical pedagogy. These data are used at a practical level
in the professional training and teaching technologies of classical musical performing art. According to these data, by far,
the most reliable and basic form of performing memory in musical performance is the unity of auditory
and kinesthetic components, and visual memory only supplements them [264, 421]. Additionally, in the analysis
of the processes of memorizing a musical work, constructive memory is highlighted as the performer’s ability
to understand well all the smallest details of the thing being learned, in their isolation, and the ability
to collect them together [274, 275]. It was noted that musical memory, like the memory in general,
plays an important role in the field of all mental work, is more difficult to artificial methods of development,
and makes more or less reconcile with what each given subject has by nature [348]. It fundamentally concerns
the biological properties of the memory capacity. Here, the strength of memorization is inversely related to the volume
of memorized material. The more cumbersome the material for memorization is, the smaller the percentage of it
will remain and stored in memory. Therefore, it is better to memorize a large volume of text in dividing its’ content
into separate fragments, as for the semantic grouping, where each fragment is a logically completed semantic unit
of musical material. It also includes semantic correlation. The basis of this technique is the use of mental operations
to compare among themselves some of the characteristic features of the studied musical work.
In addition, great importance for the development of musical memory is given to the preliminary analysis of work,
with the help of which material is actively memorized, an understanding of the structure and mutual relationship
of all parts of the material, as well as tonal plan of musical work [299]. It was emphasized that the method of analysis
and the establishment of conscious associations is the only reliable way to memorize music, in which the first stage
of work is to force yourself to do certain things; the latter is not to interfere with things being done on their own [264].
Also, work on memorization should be reasonable and facilitated by auxiliary moments in accordance
with the characteristic features of the work, its structure and expressive means [235]. These means form the essence
of music, that is, the emotional impact, where music is primarily characterized by logic with a sequence
of deeply conditioned sounds [127]. At the present time in the methodology of musical pedagogy,
the most widely disseminated and verified data is based on primary historical, musicological data about stages
of working with the music established by Josef Hofmann (1876-1957). This statement made up with separate
methodological thesis ‘Piano playing’ (edited in 1908) and ‘Piano questions answered’ (edited in 1909),
which have been combined as ‘Piano playing: with piano questions answered’ (edited in 1920 by Philadelphia: T. Presser
publisher with Music University of Toronto contribution, 346 pages). Stages, described next, do include:
1. work with musical notes’ text without music instrument; 2. work simultaneously with musical notes’ text and music
instrument; 3. work with music instrument without musical notes’ text; 4. work simultaneously without musical notes’
text and music instrument. The later data of musical pedagogy revealed in professional musical practice refers to them.
At the first stage, the process of familiarization and primary memorization of a musical work is carried out
on the basis of a careful study of the musical text and presentation of its’ sounding by using internal hearing.
The preliminary stage of memorizing music is always internal and analytical hearing since musical memory
uses the material that is provided by it, and incomprehensible and undivided cannot be remembered. There are also cases
when a musical work that was only read by the eyes was learned [364], and the development of the ability to learn
a musical work from musical notes without an instrument is an increase in the professional skill of the musician.
At the second stage, after the first production of musical work and mental acquaintance with it should be aimed
at grasping and understanding its general artistic meaning. At this stage, there is noted about sketching familiarization
with the musical work, for which it should also be produced (performed) in the target executive form.
With that, it’s possible to take care of the accuracy of execution gradually in its selected parts. Here after the first
acquaintance, a detailed study of the musical work begins: semantic strong points and difficult places are identified,
with revealing convenient fingering, respiratory phrasing, the grouping of notes for individual bow movements.
Here in learning forms, awareness of the features of the work continues, its plan is clarified within the framework
of which the development of the artistic image is carried out. It is important here to constantly think about
what is performing as a guarantee of successful completed memorizing since well-remembered is the only content
that is well understood [94]. Also, the material is remembered gradually, so at this stage, it is also necessary
that the potential artist should not have any dark (unconscious) elements of the text in the musical work.
The most appropriate in this stage of preparation may be the principle of “see-hear-perform”, which ensures the full
inclusion of internal hearing as one of the most important foundations of musical memory, but not “see-perform-hear”,
more focused on the development of kinesthetic components of musical performance with the accompaniment
of auditory control [221, 240]. Here completed memorization should be dominated by arbitrary memorization
based on the rational use of special mnemonic techniques and rules, also careful thought over what is being learned.
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When completed memorization is not a special task of the performer, and in the process of working
on the artistic content of the work, it is remembered without violence against the memory, or it is not remembered
if the memorization is not required, then a tricky bench is created. Many musicians fall into it by memorizing
the new content of music until it is remembered. Such a decision is doubtful because of uncontrolled
and unconscious memorization [327]. Since the higher feeling, sensory and mental activity is in the process
of learning work, the faster it is at completed memorization. Therefore, for proceeding the completed memorization
process most efficiently, it is necessary to include in activities of all musician's analyzers, such as: 1. peering and peering
into the musical notes, it can be remembered as a visual text and then during the performing from memory
through imaging it mentally in own eyes; 2. listening to the melody, singing it separately in a voice,
it can be remembered as an aural content; 3. additionally, there might be used the technique of “tapping” or “slamming”
rhythmic pattern of musical work or its elements; 4. "plunging" fingers into the texture of the musical work,
it can remember in the kinesthetic motor background; 5. noting the strong points of musical work during
its performing activity, there might be added a logical memory based on remembering the logic of a plan’s development.
Here, an important point is the consistency of this diverse activity and its integration with gradual collection
of the learned elements and fragments in a single sequence, which may be accompanied by a return to beginning
or previous segment of musical work [240]. With according to the psychophysiology of attention,
it is also necessary to take breaks between intense mnemonic work and other activities. After the musical material
is learned, the formed tracks are strengthened. If, after mnemonic work, some kind of psychological overload is allowed,
then the learned material will be forgotten due to retroactive inhibition, i.e. “acting backward”.
Similarly, when after strenuous mental activity starting working on a new musical work, that requires increased attention,
it will be difficult to memorize completely due to proactive inhibition, i.e. “acting forward”.
Therefore musical material should be learned in a state without earlier mental overload by another type of activity,
as well as without later mental overload after studying it.
At the third stage in the process of performing a musical work from memory, there is further strengthened
in auditory, motor, logical memory. The associations to which musical performer resorts to find greater expressiveness
of the musical performance have great help in memorizing completion. Here the involvement of poetic associations
for enhancing aesthetic feelings is a tradition in musical performance. And a combination of audible sounds
with extra-musical images and representations, that have a similar poetic basis, evokes emotional memory.
When a musical work has already been memorized completely, it needs regular repetitions to be fixed in memory,
since neural traces are blurred under the influence of new life impressions [470]. But beyond certain limits,
an increase in the number of repetitions does not improve memorization, and the repetition of the material countless
times for better memorization is unconditionally condemned by modern didactics, both in general and in musical
pedagogy. Here the work of a musician of any specialty is most fruitful when it is performed with full mental focus,
i.e. can only be maintained for a certain time. And in musical exercise, the quantitative side matters only in combination
with the qualitative. At the same time, the speed and strength of memorization are associated with a rational distribution
of repetitions in time, where completed memorization, distributed over a number of days, will give longer memorization
than persistent memorization in one exercise session [364], what is especially crucial for memory capacity limitation.
It does not turn out to be more economical since it is possible to learn a musical work in one day, but it is quite often
forgotten just tomorrow, which is quite similar to the law of memory capacity. Therefore, it is better to distribute
the repetition for several days and it is not recommended to take too long breaks during completed memorization
since in this case, it can turn into a new memorization processing. When completing memorizing, the adjacent techniques
of passive and active repetition, in which the material is first played on musical notes, and then immediately an attempt
is made to memorize it, have been proved themselves well. Then the risk is reduced when trial performing from memory
is in many cases accompanied by inaccuracies and errors that require from the musician to have increased auditory
control, focused attention and collected will to fix the mistakes made [299]. But special attention is required to place
of ‘docking’ of individual passages and episodes. And even when the musical work is well-learned by memorization,
it is recommended do not break up with the musical notes’ text, since repetition by musical notes should be regularly
alternated with playing from memory. Here, an additional huge benefit for the controlled memorization and recollection
of a musical work is brought by the game at a slow pace at least once a day. This helps to refresh musical performances,
to understand everything that can slip away from the control of consciousness over time [407].
At the fourth stage, a musician of any specialty can only be convinced that he remembered the musical work
when he was able to restore it mentally, to trace its development without looking at the music notes,
and to realize its smallest constituent elements. This is the most difficult way to work with musical performance,
and it is often said that it is tiring mentally. Nevertheless, by alternating the mental reproduction of work without
a musical instrument and with a real performing on the instrument, the musician can achieve extremely lasting
memorization of the musical work. Here, before extracting the first sound, the general image of the musical work already
lives in the performer. Based on the general image, the musician sends every detail of performing art [275].
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During the performance, the musician on all the most important facets should have in his consciousness
a synthesized summary of what he has already played and at the same time a kind of extremely concise compendium
of what remains to be played. Mental repetitions of the musical work develop a concentration
of attention on auditory images, which is so necessary during a public performance, enhance the expressiveness
of musical performing, and deepen the understanding of musical composition. Achieving a special strength
of memorization among musicians is ensured by repeatedly performing a piece of music in the mind,
at the level of musical-auditory representations. In the final analysis, the variant where the musician hears
the necessary sound inside himself, then performs and checks the result with traces in the internal auditory memory
can be considered as a confident and artistic performance. However, in reality, these processes are very fast
and the musician does not always have time to realize them. Here, often during a musical performance,
singers and performers playing on musical instruments with an unfixed system can make significant deviations
from the correct intonation, not fixing them through the current ‘auditory control’, but focusing more on kinesthetic
sensations [356, 410, 436, 448]. It is also important to note that, given the ‘artistic matter’ of the musical works,
these deviations are in most cases not noticed by the audience, but can be detected by the performers themselves
when listening to the recording of their performance. Despite these limitations, the development of the ability
to think ahead of time is a basic potential for high professional musician performer [68, 240].

7. CONCLUSION
In the methodological literature on musical pedagogy for singing and specific musical instruments,
as well as the tradition of the nature of master courses for professional musicians, the thesis about targeted work
on a musical work in the state of its memorizing-learning completion is often voiced. Then a condition of fluent freedom
of manipulating the content of a musical work and changing the performance of its components arise.
The essence of effective training of musical performance, with a state of constant deep drawing into the need
for musical exercise, consists in satisfying the need for curiosity and communing with music in an appropriate daily dose,
with simultaneous objective satisfaction and a sense of control over every attempt at musical exercise.
It conditions the lack of boredom from musical performance training. It inhibits and reduces the risk
of the phenomenon of over-playing, over-training, and over-mental load transferring re-training, and mental load
from a musical work content. It removes the danger of developing the phenomenon of professional burnout associated
with a musical performance. It creates the biological basis of the primary form of working with a musical work
at the stage of its memorizing – learning completion process. This auxiliary stage is the key to the further quality
of the study and mastery of the fluent freedom to play a musical work. Moreover, what and how has been over-learned
and memorized-completed initially – it remains the primary basis for the musical work performance processing.
According to the biological laws of learning and memory, all overhead subsequent forms and variations remain
crowded out by the original form of musical work exercise training on the brain organization basis of music performance.
It is especially important for mechanisms of kinesthetic habits automatisms. Since they are formed up daily
after every one-time exercise session of working with part of a musical work, it creates limitations and complications
for the conditions of re-learning musical work in the direction of its target faithful allowed professional performance.
There is a necessity to take into account the biological laws of time limitations for volume of new studied information
that entering into the memory, and this condition arises the possibility of temporary learning that is not stored in memory
and lost in time. This is an area of unconscious learning that does not lend itself to complete control but imposes
a state of loss of full and holistic ownership over the quality of musical work performing when unconscious
memorized parts that interfere with the formation of the target version of music performance comes outside.
Observance of the biological laws of time limitations and the characteristics of learning and memory,
as well as the formation of motor actions and habits for musical performance, creates the conditions of musical exercise
efficiency for the ergonomics of memorizing-learning music with preserving the freedom of its performing
without losing a lively artistic character just from the beginning of the processing of its content and musical meaning.
This condition is possible to acquire at the brain level only from the just initial study of memorizing learning of a musical work in its target version of sound and performance with temporary periodic learning training options as purely auxiliary, without forming them as dominant and squeezing the next target form
of music performance. The future belongs to ergonomics of musical performance and musical performing memory
in the field of classical music's art. It lies in medical research on the physiological, morphological, motor,
and psychiatric data and indications to establish the daily time volume of a musical exercise that is solvable to maintain
professional musical health. Additional scientific research data and methodological recommendations in the fields
of neuro-dietetics, neuro-didactics, and neuro-psychology will allow us to optimize the ergonomic technologies
of professional training in the musical performance of classical music art and the ergonomics of self-training
of this activity for mature and independent musicians to optimize the functionality of the musical brain in gerontological
and geriatric contexts.
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Finally, video monitoring of the recording of a music exercise session in a size of 3 to 6 hours allows us
to control and adjust the effectiveness of the exercise process. On this basis, the length and quality of time moments
that favor or inhibit the effectiveness of musical exercise might be determined. During determining the periodicity
or cyclicality of specific stages of musical exercise, there is a possibility to identify psychophysiological
episodes of fatigue syndromes with this activity and to designate deliberate breaks during musical exercise.
The methodology of this technology is based on applied behavior analysis. It enables the reduction
of undesirable behaviors and the strengthening of desirable behaviors by means of behavioral psychotherapy
to correct or improve musical exercise. It also allows you to identify exercise music behaviors that are harmful
or desirable to a specific man who is professionally learning music. By taking into account complaints submitted
by the student and the teacher regarding the process of professional music education, it becomes possible to interpret
in video monitoring as desirable or undesirable evidence for the musical exercise’s effectiveness.
It allows different or selected behaviors of musical exercise appearing in video-monitoring recording
to be defined for the needs of the diagnosis of an individual musician. It also gives greater efficiency
to select possible disease entities or clinical changes for learning disorders revealed during musical exercise,
especially of mixed activity’s nature, with taking into account ICD-10 and DSM-V medical classifications of disorders.
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